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DEGENERATIKG ABELIAN VARIETIES 
IF A is an abelian variety of dimension y over the field C of complex numbers, it is 
analytically isomorphic to a quotient Ce/izf where izf is a lattice of rank 2g in Cg. 
Conversely. such a quotient Cg, 1Lf is an abelian variety if and only if iVf satisfies Riemann’s 
period relations, cf. [24], Chap. I. a fact which leads to the parametrization of abelian 
varieties over C via Siegel’s upper half plane. A characterization of this type is of particular 
interest for constructing the minimal compactification of moduli spaces of abclian varieties 
in the sense of Satakc-Baily-Borcl or, if one applies the multiplicative point of view. of 
toroidal compactifications in the sense of [Z]. For applications in arithmetic geometry it is 
desirable to know that these compactilications arc already dclincd over Z. In order to prove 
this. one has to work out an analogous parametrization of abclian varictics over a field h’, 
say, whrrc h’ is the field of fractions of a complctc discrctc valuation ring or (since the latter 
is not suliicicnt) of a complctc nocthcrian norm;il intcpml domain. 
Basic ideas of how to obtain such a parametrization go back to Tale. In a pioncerinp 
piece of unpublished work he constructed elliptic curves over a field Ii as above by 
considering “analytic” quotients G,/y’, whcrc YE h’ * has absolute value < I. In fact, over 
an algebraic closure of K. the quantity y paramctrires all elliptic curves with non-integral 
j-invariant. Motivated by his results, Talc even dcvclopcd a theory of analytic spaces over 
fields with a complete non-Archimsdcan valuation, in which his quotients G,,,/y’ had 
a natural meaning. Starting out from idsits of Grothcndicck hc thereby laid the foundations 
of rigid analytic geometry. see 130). later to bc complctcd by the work of Grauert and 
Remmert. Kiehl, Raynaud, and others. A certain generalization of Tam’s construction of 
elliptic curves to the case of several dimensions was given by Morikawa [22]. Working 
within the framework of theta functions, he gave a first translation of Riemann’s period 
relations to the non-Archimcdcan case. 
It stems that the semi-stable reduction thcorsm of Grothcndicck, i.e., the discovery of 
the potential semi-abelian reduction of abclian varieties, was crucial for all further develop- 
ments in the parametrization of abclian varieties, since it gave definite hints on how to 
proceed in the general arithmetic situation. (For a proof of the semi-stable reduction 
theorem see [IS]; see also the Appendix I1 in [IO] for an independent proof of Mumford 
in the case of residue characteristic # 2.) In 1970 Raynaud [27] prcscnted a program 
handling the case of abelian varieties over the field of fractions of a complcte discrete 
valuation ring: the uniformizing space V has to be replaced by an extension E of an abelian 
variety B with good reduction by a split affine torus T. The abelian variety A itself is a rigid 
geometric quotient E/M where now M is a lattice in E of rank dim T and where, of course, 
the extension 0 --, T-+ E -+ B + 0 depends on the semi-abelian reduction of A. Switching 
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from the additive point of view as used in the complex case to the multiplicative one. 
Raynaud described period relations which correspond to the classical ones. Unfortunately, 
there are no proofs in [2-i]. 
At about the same time Mumford [25] worked within the framework of formal 
geometry over a complete noetherian normal integral domain and pave a construction of 
special abelian varieties, so-called totally degenerate abelian varieties. Period relations were 
used in order to construct a formal quotient and to perform ample descent from the formal 
to the algebraic level. In Mumford’s case. the abelian part B as used by Raynaud is 
deliberately chosen to be trivial so that the resulting “quotients” are of type T’JI. although 
a true quotient map T- T/M cannot be exhibited in the approach through formal 
geometry. Mumford’s ideas have led Chai and Faltings [I I] to a complete solution of the 
problem. Using formal geometry. they work out the degeneration of abclian varieties over 
base rings as above, ending up with period relations. On the other hand they gcncralize 
11lumford’s construction to the case where the abelian part B is not ncccssarily trivial. 
starting out from period relations. Thereby they get parametrizations of abclian varictics, 
which they use in order to compactify moduli spaces of abclian varictics over L. 
In the present paper WC go back to Raynaud’s program and supply proofs for the results 
which are announced in [27]. Working within the category of rigid analytic spaces (one may 
USC [3OJ or [J] as a general reference). we start with a review on the uniformization of 
abelian varieties. Then we look at analytic quotients Ejhf as above. show the cxistcncc of 
a dual E’/IV’. prove that E/bf is algcbraizahle if and only if IV satislics Ricmann’s period 
relations, and study polarizations of E/ICI; set Section 6. Our approach is quite close to the 
ChSSiCill complex one. as is most striking in Section 2 whcrc we deal with the totally 
dcgcncratc case. Later it cannot bc avoided that the prcscnce of the abclian part B compli- 
catcs matters to a certain extent. Here WC make particular USC of the notion of cubical lint 
bundles, as invcntcd by Rrecn [9]. 
Rigid geometry has the advantage that it can dcscribc quite intuitively the gcomctric 
ideas which are behind Ricmann’s period relations, although it dots not allow to work over 
an arbitrary complete noctherian normal base ring as is nccdcd for the cornpactilication of 
moduli spaces of abclian varictics. Ncvcrthelcss there is a substantial part in the dcgcner- 
ation of abelian varieties 6 fcr Chai and Faltings which involves a valuation ring as base and 
where rigid methods can be used; see Section 7. 
As we have outlined. the main reason to study quotients E/izl, as done in this paper. 
comes from questions about abelian varieties. A more far-reaching program wc~~ld bc to 
investigate proper rigid analytic groups, so-called abcloid varieties in Raynaud’s tcrmino- 
logy [27]. The main results of the present paper can be interprctcd as a contribution to the 
theory of a special class of abeloid varieties, namely those which can be uniformi/cd in the 
form E/hf; for these abcloid varieties we construct duals and study polarizations. It is still 
an open question of whcthcr or not any abcloid variety A can be uniformilcd in the form 
E,‘;jf, even if the base is the field of fractions K of a discrctc valuation ring and if. 11s in the 
case of abelian varieties. WC allow to replace K by a finite extension A”. The problem 
consists essentially in proving a semi-stable reduction thcorcm for abcloid varieties, a 
thcorcm for which we have reasons to bclicvc that it is true. 
1. A RWIEW ON TtIE C;NlFORXlI%ATION OF ARELIAN VARIETIES 
In the following, let K be a field, which is complctc under a height I valuation. Let R bc 
its valuation ring and k the associated residue field. Up to linitc scparablc extension of K. 
abclian varieties over K can be uniformized in terms of rigid analytic geometry; cf. [27] or 
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[S]. In the present section. we want to give a review on the main ideas of this procedure. 
So consider an abelian variety A ober K and view it as a rigid analytic group which is 
proper over K. Since we will exclusively work in the rigid analytic category, we make no 
notational difference between schemes of finite type over K and their corresponding objects 
in the category of rigid analytic spaces. Let us be&n by listing the key results which we want 
to discuss. The first one is the analogue of Grothcndicck’s Semi-Stable Reduction Theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. There r.xists afinirr st*pt~rtddt* rxfrnsion K’ of K such that. ijwe e.~~end the 
wllrcltion from K to K ‘, repltrcr R h>x its in~tyrd closurt~ iu K ‘, untl upply the base chunye 
K 4 K:’ to A. then tlrtw is u unique oprn suhywrp .i c A. which htrs rlw struc~urr ofofilrmal 
group schtww owr R trnd which is cm es~cwsion oJ_ a /iv-md ahrlitrn scheme B by a formal 
torus T: 
O-VT-2 4 B-+0. 
The above exact sequence will be referred to as the (formal) Raynaud extension 
associated to A. To facilitate things we will assume almost always that the torus Tis splif; in 
any case. one shows using [l4, II], IX. 3.6. that rsplits over a suitable i.talc extension R’ of 
R which is a valuation ring; namely. the special tihre of r splits over a finite separable 
extension k’ of k. To have a simple terminology for this kind of base change. we will just talk 
about ~~ttrlc base chctnye, also on the lcvcl of ficlds of fractions K’jK. Let us pivc some idea of 
how to obtain the assertion of the theorem. If the valualion of h’ is discrctc. one may 
consider the identity componcnl YI” of the N&on model of A. SW [HJ. and take for i the 
formal completion of YI” along its closed librc. The Semi-Stable Reduction Thcorcm of 
Grothcndicck [ 153. IX. 3.6, says that. after finite scparablc cxtcnsion of K, wc may assume 
the closed fibrc of PI” to bc an cxtcnsion of an abclian variety over k by a torus over k. Then 
the lifting of tori in [14, II], IX, 3.6. shows that the torus in A; = Ul: lifts uniquely to 
a formal torus f c A. &fining B (1s the quotient of 2 by f (USC [14, I], VI,,. 3.2). the 
assertion of the thcorcm follows. The argument WC have just given dots not work in the 
general case since the cxistcncc of a N&n model rcquircs a discrctc valuation. For general 
valuations see the analytic proof in [S]. X.2. which relics on the Semi-Stable Reduction 
Theorem for curves [6], 7.1. 
It should bc noted that any extension of the type occurring in I.1 is locally trivial over 
B if r is split; i.e., there exist a formal covering i Ui) of B u ~~‘11 ;LS sections s,: Ui -. /r of 
4 such that, composed with the group law on i, they give rise to open immersions 
Ui x r 4 2 in the sense of formal rigid spaces. The corresponding result for the special fibre 
is w&known; use [ 14. Ii], VIII, 4.1. The formal version follows by a lifting procedure. using 
the formal smoothness of 2. So if Fis a split torus (c,,,)“. the extension of 1.1 corresponds to 
a cohomology class in ti’(B, (C 2)‘) and, thus. may bc cnlarycd to an extension of B by the 
full alfine torus T 2: (G,)“ associated to T; cf. the following commutative diagram 
O-T-E-B-O 
t_ t 11 
O-+ T-+/i-B-+0 
Both rows of the diagram will be referred to as the Rt~ymrutl r.utr~l.sions associated to the 
abelian variety A. WC will see in 6.13 that the formal abclian scheme B is, in fact, 
algebraizable. So. by GAGA-type results. the first row of the diagram is alpebraizable, too. 
To obtain the diagram. we do not need that the torus 7 is split. Namely we can apply 
a suitable i’tulr base change to our situation such that 7 bccomcs split. Then the desired 
diagram exists. and WC can perform descent to go back to the original base. This is a pcneral 
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principle which often allows to reduce assertions concerning Ravnaud extensions to the 
case where Tis split. In particular. also in the non-split case. Textends to an affine torus T: 
The rigid analytic group E will serve as a uniformizing space for .A. We state this in the 
form of a theorem. 
THFOREM 1.2. (a) 771~ closed immersion r CG 1 of I. I e+tcnds wCqwlr to u riyicl unul~tic 
yroup morphism pr: T -, A und, thus, the open immersion .i 4 A e.~rends uniq~~elr~ to (I riyid 
anul~tic yrwp morphism p : E 4 A. 
(b) ,\I := ker p is a lartice in E brhose runk eytruls rhe dimension ctf‘rhe torus purr Tqf’E: ir is 
a split lurrice if’the torlts T is split. The anal_vric yroup morphism E .I1 --L A induced h_v p is un 
isomorphism. 
(c) H’( E. Z) = 0. Fur~hertnore. iJ’ T is split. any riyitl ttwrphism Y -+ A where 
H’( X. Z) = Ofuclors rhrouyh p:E 4 A. 
Using dale base change and descent it is only necessary to consider the case where F is 
split. So assume T = (G,,,)d. Before we justify assertions (a) and (b). let us indicate some 
preliminary reductions. For assertion (c) we refer to 6.9 and to [S]. 8.10. Since the Raynaud 
extension associated to A is locally trivial, there is a formal open covering {Vi) of E such 
that we can use {Iii x T} as formal charts for i and (UC x T) as charts for E. Thus, 
granting the existence of Td A. it is seen that 2 + A extends to a group morphism 
p: E 4 A. The uniqucncss of p follows from the uniqueness of 7‘- A. 
Next let us discuss the kernel of p. Choosing gcncrators <, , . . , id of the character 
group of T. WC can consider the map of evaluating ahsolutc values 
9’(K)--+IK’+Id. I ++(li,(l)l,. . . *lid(r) 
Since the Raynaud extension of I.1 trivialiLcs with rcspcct to a formal open covering of B, 
this map cxtcnds canonically to I:‘( K ) + 1 K l Id and, thus, dctcrmincs ;I homomorphism 
a:~;(k’)+lK*IJ z-2 lh?“, 
whose kernel is prcciscly A(K). A closed analytic subgroup M t E is called a split lutlice if it 
is a constant group space whose K-valued points are mapped bijcctivcly under (T onto 
a lattice in I&!“. Equivalently, we can say that M is a free discrctc analytic subgroup of E; 
discrete in the sense that any atlinoid part of E contains only finitely many points of AI. 
Furthermore, a closed analytic subgroup 121 c E is cnllcd a lul~icc~ if it becomes a split lattice 
after finite (separable) extension of AI. In our case, p is injective on i, so that izf is smooth. It 
follows that 0 maps K-valued points of M = kcr p bijectivcly onto the subgroup 
a( M( K)) c [w”. Since Al is a closed 0-dimensional analytic subset of E. each open atfinoid 
part of E can contain only finitely many points of M( K). Therefore the intersection of 
n( M( K)) with a suitable neighborhood of 0 in lQd reduces to 0. and a( M( K)) is a lattice in 
Rd whose rank is bounded by d. Since the same argument works after finite base extension 
K’/K, WC see that M is a lattice in E. We claim that, in fact, hl is a split lattice (assuming 
T split). To see this, consider a point me M and assume that h’(m) # K. Let K’ be a finite 
Galois extension of K containing K(m). Then m decomposes over K’ into several K’- 
valued points, all of them having same image under 0: E( K’) -+ W“. The latter is true since 
there is a unique possibility to extend the valuation from K to K’ and since the action of the 
Galois group Gal(K’/K) on K’ must respect this valuation. However, we know that c is 
injective on K’-valued points of M @ K’. Consequently, we must have K(m) = K, and A4 is 
split. It remains to be shown that M has full rank d. 
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In order to justify assertion (a) of 1.2, we need a N&on type argument which itself is 
based on an analogue of A. Weil’s theorem saying that a rational map from a smooth 
K-scheme to a K-_eroup scheme of finite type is a morphism if it is defined in codimension I. 
LEMWA 1.3. Let .Y be u connrctedformul rigid spuce which is formully smooth over R. and 
let G be u j&ma1 rigid group whose special fibre is semi-abelian. Furrhermore, let G be 
a septwuted rigid tznczl_vric group contuininy G as an open anul~tic subyroup. Then any riyid 
onul!tic morphism u : S -. G with u( X) n G # 0 fuctors through a formal riyid morphism 
s --+ G. 
It should be noted that. in particular. the lemma justifies the uniqueness assertion of 1.1. 
To give some idea of the proql‘of the lemma, replace K by its completed algebraic closure 
and assume first that there is a non-empty formal open part U c X which is mapped into G. 
Then one proceeds by reduction to the diagonal. Mimicking the classical proof of A. Weil. 
as contained in [RI, 4.4, I, one shows that the “rational” map X x X -. 6 given by 
I’: 9 x X - G, (.&I’) H u(s)*lc(J)- 
is defined on a formal open part of X x X containing the diagonal. Namely, consider 
a formal alline open neighborhood I! c (; of the unit section of (? and let 1- be the largest 
formal open suhspacc of S x S satisfying I,( C’) c fl. Then we apply to the “rational” map 
S x .Y + 1. the rigid gcomctric analoguc [IX], Satd 2, of the classical result that the locus, 
whcro ;I rational map % + Spcc ,4 from a normal nocthcrian scheme Z to an aflinc schcmc 
Spcc .-I is not dcfincd. is of pure codimcnsion I. Thcrchy WC see that the complcmcnt of the 
special fihrc of I’ is of pure codimcntion I in the special fibrc of .Y x S. Furthcrmorc, by 
continuity. thcrc is a tubular noighhorhood A, of the diagonal A c S x X satisfying 
I,(&) c I/ so that r( I’u A,) c II. Now if thcrc exists a point ; E A - 1’. the classical t lartogs 
figure argument in [ IX]. l’hcorcm 7. applisd to I’u A,, shows that L’ is defined in a formal 
ncighhorhood (in S x S) of : so that. in fact, A c I’. Thus, for any SE X WC have 
(.Y x U)n I’ # 0, and WC find a point YE U such that 1’ is dcfincd on a formal open 
neighborhood of( .Y, y). Since II = V( s. _v)u( _v), WC see that u is dcfincd on a formal open 
neighborhood of s. Thus II is &find on all of .Y. 
To deal with the gcncral case, WC dcnotc for any .Y E X by X + (x) = n _ ’ (n(x)) the formal 
fibre of X at s, where rr: S - Sk is the canonical reduction map on closed points. Since X is 
formally smooth. S +(s) is isomorphic to an “open” unit ball 5”+ (0); cf. [6]. 2.2. Now 
consider a point .Y E S with U(.Y)E G; after translation we can suppose u(,v) = e where e is the 
unit section of G. Then the above special case and the fact that any k-morphism from the 
affine line Ai into a semi-abelian scheme over k is constant, together with the connectedness 
argument 3.8 of [S]. implies u( X + (x)) c G+ (e). It follows that u maps a non-empty formal 
open part of X into G and, applying the above special case again, we see that u factors 
through c?. 0 
Now let us return to the situation of 1.2 (a) and show that any analytic group 
homomorphism f--t i extends uniquely to an analytic group homomorphism T + A. Let 
A’ be the dual abelian variety of A. First one has to realize that. due to GAGA-type 
theorems. the analytic relative Picard functor Picj,.;, is represcntcd by its algebraic ana- 
logue. i.e., by A. So in order to classify analytic morphisms from For Tto A, WC have to 
classify analytic line bundles on A’ x G;l, or A’ x G,. To do this, consider an arbitrary rigid 
space S (wc will set .Y = ,f’) and dcnotc by C’ the sheaf on X which is given by 
C’(V) = ~./EP(U x G,); I/‘l.Up < I andfIr.,,, = 0: 
for any open analytic subspace U c S. We will need two facts. 
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(a) Line bundles on X x G,,, are locally trivial over S: see [ 131. Satz 2.1. 
(b) Let < be a generating character of I?,,,. and consider an open analytic subspace 
L’ c X. Then each unit IIEC*(U x G,,,) has a unique decomposition h = h,,<‘(l + h’). 
where h, E C l ( L’ ). v E L, and h’ E C ‘( L’ I. 
Describing line bundles on .4’ x a;,,, in terms of cocycles with respect to coverings on A’, 
the decomposition in (b) gives a canonical decomposition of rigidified line bundles 
Pic’(A’ x S,) = Pic’(.-l’) 0 H’(A’. Z)@ ff’(.+l’, I + C’) 
where Z has to be interpreted as the character group of G,,,: cf. [S], 1.4. For 
f. E Pic’(A’ x G,,,). the associated morphism cp( f.): G,,, -, A (where we interpret A as the dual 
of A’) can be described on the level of points SE G,,,(S) (with values in some rigid space S) by 
s +4 LI”,lrr. In particular. if L corresponds to a class in H’(A’. Z) represented by a cocycle 
(a,,). i.e., if L is given by the cocycle (7’~ 1. then cp( f.): G, + A is defined by sending a point 
SE G,,,(S) to the line bundle on A’ x S given by the cocyclc .s*(;)“‘J. Thereby it is easily seen 
that all elcmcnts of H’(A’, Z) pivc rise to group homomorphisms G,,, + A. In the same way 
the elements of H’(:l’, Z) give rise to group homomorphisms 6, + A and we claim that the 
resulting maps 
are. in fact, bijccrivc. Then each group homomorphism Gm -+ A cxtcnds uniquely to a group 
homomorphism G, -+ A so that the rcquircd extension property in 1.2 (a) follows. 
To SW that the map /!‘(:I’, B) 4 Horn “,,,,,,, (G,,,, A ) is indeed bijcctivc, WC have just to 
show that non-trivial lint hundlcs in I{‘( A’, I + f’) will not dcline group homomorphisms 
& -, A. To do this. WC choose ;I puncrating charxtcr [ of G,,, and USC the splitting 
(I +c’)@(l +(’ )1;l +(“. ($/,,!/_)H:~l/$/_ 
whcrc 
(’ ‘(U) = 
i 
1’= 1 lr,;‘;lr,E~‘(U), ~l~,J,“p < I, c u, = 0 
“20 * t 0 1 
C_(U)= 
I 
1‘= 2 u,~“;U,EC(U),IU,l,“p< I. 1 u,=o 
Y 5 0 vi0 1 
for any open analytic subspucc U c A’. The decomposition 
H’(A’, I +I’+)@If’(A’, I +l’-)=If’(A’, I +C”) 
implies that any morphism a;, + A corresponding to a line bundle in H’( A’, I + C”) is the 
product (under the group law of A) of two morphisms from the unit disk B’ to A. mapping 
1 E IB’ to the unit section c)~ A. If u:B’ + A is such a morphism, it factors through i by 1.3 
and, in fact, through A+ (c) since, looking at special fibres, ulr: Ai + & is constant. So, if 
u:G,,, ---, A is a group homomorphism corresponding to a line bundle in H’(A’, I + P’), it 
factors through A+(e). However. then an argument involving points of finite order yields 
that c must be constant since .i+ (LJ) may bc viewed as an inductive limit of formal analytic 
groups with reduction of type (6,)“. This ends our explanations concerning assertion (a) 
of 1.2. 
Finally, we want to verify assertion (b) of I.2 If the valuation of K is discrete, we can use 
the Nkron model of A and see quite easily that kcr p is a lattice of full rank d in E. Namely, 
consider d K-valued points m, , . . . , md in T which generate a lattice of rank d in T. Their 
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imqcs in .A extend to R-valued points of the P&on model 91 of A. Since ‘!I is of finite type, 
its special tibre consists of only finitely many connected components. Thus we may raise 
“I,. . . . rnd to a suitable power and thereby assume that their images in A extend to 
R-valued points of the identity component 91’ or, by taking the formal completion of 41’ 
along the special tibre. to K-valued points of .J. Then, multiplying each m, with the inverse 
of its image in ..i. we obtain tf elements in ker p which generate a lattice of full rank in E. it 
follous that p: E 4 .-I induces an open immersion E,‘ker p 4 A between proper rigid analytic 
spaces. The latter is an isomorphism. since A is connected. This justifies assertion (b) if the 
valuation on K is discrete. 
In the case of a general valuation on K one has to proceed with more care. As in [S] we 
employ an argument involving Jucobians of curves. Since there is a second abelian variety 
.i such that ,4 x ..i is isopcnous to a product of Jacobians, the assertion is easily reduced to 
the cast where A itself is the Jacobian J of a smooth proper curve C of genus y over K. 
Using the Semi-Stable Reduction Theorem [I] or [6]. 7.1. we can suppose that C admits the 
structure of ;I formal rigid space with semi-stable reduction Ct. 
Fix a point x,, E C and consider the morphism 
s:C -+ J, .Y l-b [x - so], 
\vhcrc the bracket [a] indicates divisor classes. Since the morphism Cy --, J. ohtaincd from 
the prcccdinp one by using the group law of J. is surjective, assertion (b) of 1.2 will bc 
;I consqucncc of t hc following statcmont: 
N;~rncly. tlic Icmma yields that p: I: -+ n maps a quasi-compact open analytic subspace 
of I; onto :l. In particular, p is surjcctivc. the lattice kcr p must have full rank tf, and the 
resulting map E/kcr p -+ A is an isomorphism. 
To justify 1.4. WC visuali/.c the curve C as a topological space lying over its reduction 
C, by nicans of the reduction map II: C’ -+ C;. Changing the semi-stable reduction if 
ncccssary, WC may suppose that Ck consists of smooth irreducible components (which 
intcrscct at ordinary double points). For any smooth open part C; of (‘, , the inverse image 
n-‘((‘i) is ;I formally smooth formal open subspace of C. whereas the formal tibre n-‘(.~~) 
over an ordinary douhlc point xt E Ck is an “open” annulus; cf. [6], 2.3. We will verify 1.4 by 
intcrprcting the class [.v - .x,~]E J for XEC walking away from Q. 
First. if n(s) and n(.~,,) hclong to the smooth part of C, and lie on the same irreducible 
component of (‘&. then .Y and x0 are both contained in a connected formal open formally 
smooth subspxc of (’ and, thus. [x - x,,]E~ by 1.3. 
Next. suppose that n(.rc,,) is an ordinary double point of C,, and choose a formal 
neighborhood U c C which contains the singular formal tibre C+(.ro) and which admits 
a function ;: L’ -* Gjm which restricts to an isomorphism of C +(x0) onto a concentric 
annulus in ?jm. Furthcrmorc, Icl II: U + J bc the morphism mapping ?I E I/ to [ .Y - x,,] E J 
and consider the morphism 
r~~,xC+(.~,,)--rJ, (1. x) l-e u(1x)‘u(s)-‘, 
whcrc. strictly spcakinp. IX:= < ‘(r.;(s)) with <“ being the inverse of <lc.,,x,,, and with 
*.e*’ being the product in G,. Then. applying 1.3 to concentric annuli of height ( = ratio of 
radii) I in C + (_Y,,). I- factors through j. For any “closed” concentric annulus 
C,(s,,) c C, (.x0) of height < I the reduction consists of two atfne lines. Consequently. by 
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looking at the maps 
induced from r. we see that L’ is the product of a group homomorphism ii: G,,, -+ F c Jand 
of a morphism into J,(Y). Hence 
for t E &, and .KE C, (x0). We have proved already that ‘I extends to a homomorphism 
Now look at the morphism 
11’ : L’ --. J. .Y H u(x)~~(;(.r))-‘. 
Multiplying the above congruence with r/(;(x))-‘. it is seen that u’ maps concentric 
subannuli of height I of C+(.\-,) into translates of J+(r). Set U’:= u’-‘(i). Then, by 
considering “closed” concentric subannuli of height < I of U’n C, (.vo). an argument 
similar to the one used above implics C, (.Y~,) c LT’. Hence L:’ contains a formal neighbor- 
hood of C-+(X,,) so that U’ = I.. 
The above two casts sutlice for justifying the assertion of 1.4. Walking with .r away from 
.Y,~, in order to stay in .i, WC’ nocd to compcnsatc the class [X - x0] by the pr-image of 
a bounded part of 7‘each time x crosses a singular formal tibrc. Since there are only finitely 
many such librcs, ~‘c arc done. r3 
Looking at the intcrscction graph of Ck. one can dctcrminc quite explicitly the 
homomorphism G, -+ 7; which is nccdcd for compensation if .Y crosses a singular formal 
fihrc; cf. the approach in [S]. 
2. wIk:xI;\s\‘s I’l-:wIoI) W~:l.,\‘l‘loNS IN I‘IIE ‘I‘o’I’A1.I.Y I~~:(;~:NML\‘I‘K C’,\SE 
If, in the m;inncr of Section I. WC have associated a diagram of Raynnud extensions 
to an abelian variety A over a field h’ and if IV G E is the lattice with the property that the 
open immersion i 4 A extends to an epimorphism p: E ---* E/M c A, then one can interpret 
line bundles on A 9s ill-linearized line bundles on the uniformizing space E (i.e., as line 
bundles on E which are equipped with an Al-action over the canonical action of Af on E; cf. 
[X], Chap. I, 93. Def. 1.6). In a similar way, one can study polarizations of A. There is 
a converse procedure of constructing abelian varieties from an arbitrary Raynaud-type 
extension as above and from a lattice AI 4 E; it is usually referred to as Mumford’s 
construction. Just define A as the quotient E/IV in the sense of rigid geometry. However, as 
in the classical complex case, E. XI will not be an abclian variety unless il_I satisfies certain 
conditions which correspond to Ricmann’s period relations. 
Working over a complctc valu:ttion ring, the theory of dcgcncrating abelian varieties 
and of their polarizations is very much inspired from the classical complex case. Computa- 
tions arc cvcn simpler since there is no analoguc of the classical exponential function 
although. on the other himtl. the prcscncc of the fixed abcliun part if in the Raynaud 
extension is rcsponsihlc for certain technical complications. To demonstrate the close 
connection of the theory with the classical case. we assume in the present section that f3 is 
trivial. Also, in order to avoid the intcrfcrcncc of base change. WC replace the base field Ii by 
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an arbitrary rigid analytic space S o\er K. There are some technical difficulties stemming 
from the fact that inkertible global sections of the structure sheaf CT of the torus Tneed not 
be a product of an invertible global section of Cs and of a character on T(for non-reduced S) 
and that line bundles on T. even ripiditied ones. might not be locally trivial over S. We take 
care of these problems by working within the framework of cubical line bundles. These are 
line bundles which are equipped with a structure of the theorem of the cube; see [?I]. 1.2, for 
the definition. However. in order to keep things simple in the present section, we postpone 
all arguments involving cubical line bundles until Sections 4 and 6. 
To fix the notation. let T be a split torus with group of characters M’ = Horn,,, T. G,) 
which is constant. and let .1I be a split lattice of rank dim Tin T; i.e.. a constant S-group 
space together with a closed immersion M 4 T which. over each point of S. defines IV as 
a lattice of full rank in T in the sense of Section 1. Then A:= T/M is a well-defined rigid 
analytic S-group space which is proper over S. Namely, consider a point rn~ icf and view it 
as an S-valued point UI:S ---* T. Then the pull-back of any character m’~ ill’ to S assumes its 
minimal and its masimal value on an! quasi-compact part of S. So if S is atiinoid. there is 
some E > I such that T,. a domain in Tof the type where a free set of generating characters 
of T assumes values bctwccn C- ’ ad t:. is disjoint from all its m-translates, with m varying 
over hf - lo;. Thcrcfore the qunticnt T,,%f can be defined in the usual way by gluing 
translates of T,. Taking t: smaller than actually ntxcssary. it is immediately clear that T,‘,bf 
satislics Kichl’s condition of propcrncss. Let p: Td A = T/Al bc the projection. 
The evaluation of characters on T yields a bilinear pairing 
(*.-):?‘x,s.~f’-+c;,. (_v, VI') t-+ e,.(.'c) = m'(x ). 
whcrc WC have used on. as ;l second notation for the character rd. Talking about points of 
AI or hf’. WC will almost always mean points of the underlying abstract group. identifying 
thcsc points with S-vducd points of the associated constant S-group space. 
Let 1“ bc the split torus with character group izf; i.e., T’ = Horn,,, hf. 6,) in terms of 
group functors. I lo111 indicating group homomorphisms. For any m’~ hf’, the above bilinear 
pairing yields by restriction a homomorphism (-.rn' ):IcI x m’ ---, G, and, thus. an S- 
valued point of 7”. flcncc. if VI’ varies over AI’, WC obtain from our data in a canonical way 
a homomorphism II’ -+ 7”. The Iattcr has the property that evaluating any character NE izf 
of 7” at a point IPI’E .!I’ is the same as evaluating IN’. as ;L character of ‘7’. at the point m; i.e., if 
(*:)‘:izf x,1.‘*& is the bilinear pairing obtained from evaluating characters on T’, we 
have (IN, m’ ) = (IPI. III’ )’ for all NE .lf. m’c hf’. It follows immediately that AI’ -+ T’ is 
a lattice and. furthrrmorc. that the situation 
ill G T, AI’ G T’, 
is symmetric. In particular, A’:= T’/.if’ is, just as A is, a proper S-group space; p’: T’ -+ A’ 
will be the projection. 
Bcforc WC can give the proof. WC have to characterize rigidified line bundles on A. It is 
only ncccssary to JO this locally with rcspcct to the Grothsndicck topology on S; i.e.. up to 
a bust change of type 1 [S, -+ S whrrc IS,, . ’ is an admissible open covering (in the sense of the 
Grothcndicck topoh>gy) of S. It is convenient to USC the thcorcm of the cube for line bundles 
on A. in the form that each rigidificd lint bundle on A admits a unique cubical structure; 
cf. 6.3. 
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LEMV~ 2.1. Thrw is (I one-to-one correspondence riu pull-buck with respect to p: T -+ A 
between isomorphism clu.s.ses cfriyidijied line bundles on A und isomorphism clu,sses ofpuirs 
(L. X) where L is a cuhicul line bundle on T und where x is un JI-lineurkution oj‘L resprctiny 
the cuhicul structure oj‘L. Locull~ with respect to the Grothrndieck topoloy~ on S, the cubicul 
line bundle L of such (I puir (L. z) is trkiul. 
LEMM4 1.3. (a) ,$I-lineurkutions z of the tririul cubicul line bundle T x A’ correspond 
bijectice1.v to the set qf ull puirs (i.. r) consistiny of u yroup homomorphism i.: dl 4 ~$1’ und 
u morphism r: 121 + 6, such thut 
(m,,i(mr)) = r(m, + mz)-r(m,)-,*r(m2)-’ 
fornllm,. rn,EM. lnpcwticulur, (m,.i,(m,)) = (m2. i.( m, )). The uction z cwrespontfiny to 
a pair (2, r) is yiren by the morphisms 
(b) Two pirs (i. , , r, ) uncl ( i2. r2) dqfinc isomorphic cuhiccrl liw hurrtllt~s OII .-i fcurtl or11~~ ij’ 
j.2 = i., cd thtw c.vists ~1 churtrctcr ni E Al’ sudi thrlt rL( ni) = (nr, ni ) - r, (rr,)jiw 1111 no tz AI. 
fc) A puir (2. r) corrcspontls to LI trcrnsltltior, iworicrnt cuhiml lirw hurrcll~~ on A ftrrul ody if 
i. is tritkl. If t/w /titter is the ctw, r is u group /,orrfo,riorphivn. 
Yhc first assertion of 2.2 is trivial: one uses a quolicn( construction tix M-tinoarizcd tint 
bundtcs on 7’which is similar to the one we have appticd for the conslruction of ?)‘hl. The 
remaining assertion on the toc;~t triviality ot’ I. requires more work. For its proot’ wc rcfcr to 
6.5. Working localty with rcspcct to the Grothcndieck topology on S, one shows lhal 
L bccomcs rriviat after i>tulr base change on S. Then, using the action on 1.. one can verify 
that 1, is locally trivial atrcady over S; cf. 4.4. 
Prooj’oj’2.3. Consider an action a of M on T x A’ over 111 G 7’. say, given by the 
morphisms 
cx,:Tx A’-+Tx A,, (x, u) I-+ (nr + .Y, II, * u), 
rrr~ AI, with morphisms /I,,,: T -+ U2,,,. Using P,. as a second notation for characters M’E AI’, 
and writing global sections in C I’ as Laurent series of type EC,. L),,,’ with global sections 
Cm. of Ps, there exisl a character i.(m)~ M and ;L morphism r(nt):S + G, such that 
h, = r(m)*r,,,,. This is immediately ctcrrr if the base S is reduced, but is true withour this 
restriction if we use the fact Ihut the action z respects the cubical structure of the trivial tint 
bundle on Z cf. 4.2. Now the associativity of the action is equivatcnt to the condition [ha1 
r(m,)r(m2)r i,m,,(.~)t~i,m,,(m, + .x) = r(m, + m2)e;,,, +m2, 
for all m,, m2 E M and nil x E T. Since 
C’ i,m,,(.~)~i,m:, (!)I, + -v) = eq,,,(~~l, t~l,m,,+l(m2,(.lo. 
and since e l,m:,o~,, 1 = cm,. i(m,)). it is equivalent to the condition that i. is ;I homomor- 
phism and that we have 
(~~~,,~.(ni~)) = r(ml + mz).r(m,)-‘.r(mz)-’ 
for all tn, , m2 E AI. This verifies assertion (a). 
Next, Iet us check assertion (b). Assume that (2,. r,) and (L2. rz) give rise to isomorphic 
cubical tine bundles on A. Then the actions on the trivial cubical tint bundle T x A’ given 
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by rl(m)-el,,,, and r:(m)*eilfm,. m E M, are isomorphic. The corresponding isomorphism 
of the trivial cubical line bundle T x A1 is necessarily of type (x. a) I+ (x, e,. (x)-a) for 
a character m’~ M’ since it must respect the rigidification. Then 
for all rn~,Zf so that i.z = E., and r2(m) = e,, (m)*r,(m). Conversely, going backwards, it 
follows that such equations lead to isomorphic cubical line bundles on A. 
Finally, if (L. r) corresponds to a translation invariant line bundle on A. the actions on 
T x A’ given by 
r(m)*ei,,, and ei,,,(x) *r(nl)*ei(,,,,. m E M, 
where .Y is any point of T with values in some rigid analytic space over S, must be 
isomorphic. Thus, by (b). there is a character C(X)E .!I’ such that e,,,,(m) = Ye,,,,) for all 
m E ,if. Taking for I the universal point of T, we see L = 0 and, hence, C(X) E 0 since bf is 
a lattice in T. Conversely, it is easily checked that any pair (2.. r) with 1. = 0 leads to 
a translation invariant line bundle on A. 0 
Now the prooj‘oj7.1 is quite easy. In order to define the Poincari bundle on A xs A’ 
consider AI xs hf’ as a lattice in T xs T’ and. over this lattice, the action n on the trivial 
cubical line bundle T xs T’ x A’ which is given by the morphisms 
II +:T xs T’ x A’ + T xs T’ x G’ 
(.r.x’,u) c-r (m + x,m’ + x’. (.~,m’)~(n~.n~‘)~(m,.~‘)~a), 
where m and 01’ vary over hf and AI’. The associativity of the action is easily verified using 
the bilincarity of the form ( *; ). So, by 2.2. the action n yields a line bundle P on A xs A’ 
which. as WC claim, has the propcrtics of a Poincart: bundle on A xs A’. 
In fact, Ict s’be any rigid analytic space over S and consider a translation invariant line 
bundle L on A xs s which is rigidified over .?. WC have to show that there is a unique 
morphism cr:$--r A' such that L 2: (id x o)*P. To do this WC may assume s= S. Also we 
may work locally with respect to the Grothcndieck topology on S. Hence, using 2.2, we can 
assume that p*L is trivial. Then the natural M-action on p+f. z T x A’ is given in the 
manner of 2.3(c) by a homomorphism r:.!f -. C, which, in turn, may bc vicwcd as an 
S-valued point x’ of T’. namely, as the one which satisfies r = (-,_Y’), Thus L induces 
a morphism r~ : S 2 T’ 2 A’. Now consider the action on T xs T’ x C, which we have 
used for the definition of P and restrict it to .tf x,0 and to T xsx’. The resulting morphisms 
TX A’ + TX G’, (.~,a) H (x, (m,x’)*a). mEM, 
coincide with the ones defining the action on p*L since r(m) = (m, x’) for all mEM. It 
follows L = (id x o)*P and, hence, that P is a Poincari bundle on A xs A’. cl 
Next WC formulate the analogue of Riemann’s period relations. Note that, in the 
statement below, we have switched from line bundles to invertible sheaves. For a line bundle 
L on A, its associated invertible sheaf Y is defined as the duul of the sheaf ofscctions of L so 
that the correspondence bctwcen L and Y is contravariant. 
TtiEoREM 2.4. Lef (2.. r) he a puir us in 2.3, yiriny rise to the incertihle sheaf Y on 
A = T/Al. Then the jidlowiny ure eyuidmr: 
(a) Y is relutii>ely ample over S. 
(b) The yuudrutic/i)rm ( m. i.(m)), m E If. is posirire d@nire: i.e../or non-triciul m E M, we 
hure ((m. i.(m)) 1 < I at each poinr s E S. 
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(c) i.: 121 + .lf’ is injectice and,for each point s E S. there is a global section of Y, which is 
non-trivial on thefibre ocer s. 
Proof To show the equivalence of (b) and (c). consider a global section f~ T( A, _Y); 
switching back to line bundles, we viewjas a morphism from L to the trivial line bundle on 
A. Pulling back the situation to T, the line bundle L becomes trivial and, hence, the 
pull-back offbecomes a bundle morphism T x A’ -+ T x A’ which is invariant under the 
action (i., r) oi M. Let us writefagain for the inherent morphism T- A’ and let 
f= C c,e,,, cm. E t?s( S). 
m’6.U’ 
be the Laurent or Fourier series decomposition of5 The invariance off under the action 
TX A’ 4 TX A’. mEM, 
(x.u) t--+ (m + x,r(m).el,m,*a), 
yields 
for all rn~ III and all functorial points s of T. Thus, by checking cocthcients. 
cm.+l,nt, = r(m)‘c,.(m)‘c,. = r(m)*(m,m’)*c,,. 
Working over a point SE S, WC may apply the corresponding absolute value to the quantities 
occurring in the prcccding product. ltcration gives 
]cm.+l,im,] = Ir(m)l’*l(m. m’)l’*l(m, ~(m))lic’+“‘z.I(.m,l. 
Ifj’is non-trivial over s. the scrics Xc,. e,. is non-trivial over s and its convcrgcnce on T. 
togcthcr with the injcctivity of i. implies ](m, L(M))] < I for all me M - (O}. Conversely, if 
the latter incqunlity is satisfied over S. we see that 1 is injective and that (m, j.(m)) has 
supremum norm < 1 over aliinoid open parts of S. Thus one can construct non-trivial 
invariant Fourier series by prescribing coefficients on a set of representatives of Bf’/i.( M). 
It remains to show that (a) is equivalent to (c). To do this, consider the morphism 
cpv: A -+ A’ associated to 9. Its lifting A: T -. T’ restricts on M to the homomorphism 
E.: i%f + M’ which corresponds via 2.3 to the canonical M-linearization of the pull-back of 
V to T; cf. 6.1 I. This shows that cpu is an isogeny if and only if i. is injective. Since the 
ampleness of Y implies that (pY is an isogeny, the implication (a) a(c) is clear. Conversely, 
if condition (c) is given, i. is injective and, hence, (pip is an isogeny. Then the ampleness of 
Y follows by using a translation argument involving the theorem of the square; 
cf. 6.12. Cl 
3. RAYNAL’D EXTENSIONS 
From now on WC assume that our base space S consists of a formal rigid space over the 
complete valuation ring R; i.e., of a flat formal R-scheme which is localiy of topologically 
linitc presentation over R (consider on R the n-adic topology where n is any non-zero 
element of the maximal idcal of R). By abuse of notation we will frequently identify S with 
its corresponding rigid analytic space; see [28] for the relationship between formal schemes 
and rigid spaces. Also it follows from results of Gruson and Raynaud (valid for general 
valuations) that any quasi-compact and quasi-separated rigid space admits a structure of 
formal rigid space; cf. [ZO], 4.3.14, or [ 191, Sect. I. When considering formal rigid spaces 
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X and Y over S. the notion of a formal rigid morphism X -4 Y is meant in the sense of 
formal schemes. A similar terminology will be applied to line bundles on X or Y. 
In the following tix a formal abelian scheme B over S and its dual B’, viewing them as 
rigid analytic group spaces over S; see 6.2 for the existence of the dual B’. Furthermore. let 
The a split formal torus over S with constant group of characters ,!I’. and let T be the afhne 
torus corresponding to 7; its character group coincides with .if’. Just as we need it, M’ will 
be viewed as an abstract group or as a constant group space. 
We want to show how to associate to any formal group morphism @: ,%I’ -, f3’ two exact 
sequences 
(1) 04--+E:B-+O 
which we will refer to as Raynaud extensions. Namely, interpret G,,, and ras group functors 
and consider the maps 
Hom,(M’, B’) G Hom(M’, H’(B, &))a H’(B, Hom(iZf’. &,))a H’(B. 7). 
Viewing the cohomology groups as groups of torsors, the inclusion on the left-hand side 
comes from the inclusion B’(S) G H’(B. G,,,) which associates to any translation invariant 
formal invertible sheaf. 1‘on B its corresponding line bundle N = Hom(. b’. Cr,); note that, 
by our choice, the functor _ 4. I-B N is contravariant. Since all formal S-valued points of S 
correspond to primitive formal invcrtiblc sheaves on B. WC xc from [Xl, VII. 43, or [21], 
1.2.3, that the cohomology class in I[‘( B, 7;) given by CD: iif’ + B’ dctcrmincs an cxtcnsion of 
type (i). Using the canonical map I{‘( B. I:) + If ‘( B. T). WC get the cxtcnsion (I). The 
resulting morphism /?d E defines g as an open analytic subgroup of E; it extends the 
inclusion f-+ T. We can say that (I) is obtained from (r) via push-out with rcspcct to 
7 -+ C for the functorial behavior of extensions (push-out and pull-back) see [29]. VII. 4 I. I. 
Let us introduce a second pair of split tori r’ and T’, say with constant character group 
M. and another formal group morphism CD: hf + B. Viewing B as the dual of B’. we then 
have two Raynaud extensions 
(I) 0 -B T --* E LB -+ 0 given by @‘:bf’+ B 
(1’) O-,T’-+E’~B’+O given by @:,%I -+B 
which we will study in the following. As we have seen in Section 1, the above situation 
occurs quite naturally. Namely, take for (I) the Raynaud extension associated to an abelian 
variety A; this extension is locally trivial and. thus, corresponds to a group morphism 
CD’: hf’ 4 B’. Furthermore, if M 4 E is the lattice obtained from the uniformization of A. the 
composition with the projection q:E -+ B yields the group morphism CD: M 4 B and, thus, 
the extension (I’). 
The extension (I) is characterized by the fact that the push-out of (I) with respect to any 
character m’: T -+ G,, i.e., the second row of the commutative diagram 
O+T +E +B+O 
1 m’ 1 II 
O+ 6, -* Em. -*B-+0, 
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coincides with the extension corresponding to the (primitive) formal invertible sheaf 
@‘(m’)~ B’(S). In particular, E,,,, is the line bundle associated to @‘(RI’). The unique vertical 
group morphism in the middle will be denoted by r,.:E 4 E,, . Frequently we will view 
e,,,, as a trivialization e,.: E 4 y*E,.. Conversely. we can describe E as the fibred product 
fl,,,.E,,,. over B, where m’ varies over a Z-basis of M’. Similar assertions hold. of course, for 
the extension (1’). 
Let P be the Poincark bundle on B x s B’; we view it as a biextension over B xs B’. Then 
the group morphisms e,,,.: E + E,. = PB x “. , m’e M’. of above constitute a morphism 
(-:):E x Xl’4 P 
which, as is easily shown, is “bilinear” with respect to the biextension structure of P. This 
leads to a convenient interpretation of points of E with values in any rigid analytic space 
S over S. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any rigid space s over S. the mcrp 
Alfines a bijection betnven ,&lucd points .< of E cmrl all ptrirs consistiny of an &alucd point 
x of B und of a group morphism izf’ 4 P, W tl. ok- W: hf’ + B’. 
There is a similar statcmcnt for the analogous bilinear form 
When we are given a lifting 6:M + E of (D:M + B, for example, when ‘%I is given as 
a lattice in E, thcrc is a unique associated lifting 6’:M’ + E’ of W:Af’ + B’ such that, on 
M x M’, the forms ( -, - ) and ( *, - )’ coincide; i.e., such that (m. $‘(m’)) = ((i,(m), ni)’ for 
all rn~ bf, m’E M’ (usually WC will drop (i’ and (5 in this formula; also we will make no 
notational difference bctwecn (-,a ) and ( *; )‘). To define $(m’) for any m’~ M’. just 
consider the S-valued point m,: S 4 E’ which, in the manner of 3.1, corresponds to the 
group morphism M -+ PH X ,,,. , nt - (m, m’). A more precise description of the situation can 
be given as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Group morphisms 6: bf + E over CD: M + B (or, ryui~ulently, group 
morphisms 6’: M’ + E’ otter 0,‘: M’ + B’) correspond bijecticely to tri~~irrkutions of bir.utm- 
sions t:bf x,M’+(O x W)*P. 
If t is such a trkiulkution. t/w composition 
, 
b:M x,Af’+(@ x W)*P+P 
satisfies b(m, m’) = (m, m’) = (m. m’)’ for all m E M. m’ E Af’. 
Proof If t:bf xs hf’ -+ (@ x @‘)*P is a trivialization of bicxtensions, it gives, for each 
mc M, a group morphism 
l%f’ --, P, I B’ ) m’ t-r image of t(m, m’) in P, 
which, by 3.1. corresponds to a morphism m s: S + E. Varying nt over hf. we obtain the 
desired lifting hf --* E of CD. The latter is a group morphism since t is a trivialization of 
biextensions. The converse construction is done in the same way going backwards. Cl 
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If we hake fixed a trivialitation of biextensions c: .U x s M’ -. (Q, x @‘)*P, the resulting 
group morphism 6:.iJ -+ E (resp. 6,‘:XJ’ + E’) is injectibe if and only if the resulting 
“bilinear form” 
(*;):.%J X,‘lJ’~(@ x @‘)‘P-P 
is non-degenerate in the first (resp. the second) variable. We are interested in the case where 
6 and 6’ define lattices in E and E’. 
Since ,\I is a constant group space of typo (Zn).Y, one can easily see that bJ is a lattice in 
I: via ~7 if and only if II = dim,sT and (T is ;1 closed immersion in the scnsc of rigid spaces. 
Rcturninp to our original situation. it follows immediately from the definition of a lattice 
that 6: .IJ --) E (resp. (if: A/ -+ E’) defines a lattice in k’ (rap. E’) if and only if I( -; )I is 
non-dcgcncratc in the first (rcsp. the second) variable; i.c., if and only if over each point of S. 
the map 
yields an I#-valued bilinear form on ( hf @J R) x (bl’ @I R), which is non-dcgcncrats in the 
lirst (rcsp. the second) variable; note that I’, as ;I rigidilicd formal lint bundle over B x s B’. 
h;ls ;I canonical absolute value over uach point of the base S. 
So far wc have not supposed that the character groups hf and .\I’ have same rank. 
I lowcvcr, if the I;rttcr is the GISC. we see that 6: Al + I:‘ defines izf as 3 lattice in fC if and only 
if 6’:;LJ -+ E’ dcfincs AI as ;I klttice in E’. This is true since a (true) bilinear form on 1w’ is 
non-dcgcncrutc in the lirst variable if and only if it is non-dcgcnerate in the second variable. 
I’KoI~osllloN 3.4. Cofksitlcr u ~rkiulixlion oj’ hk.~lrnsions t : M x s .\I’ -+ (CD X (D’)*P Us 
,vv/I us u.s.wciurtd q-olrp nl0rphi.snf.s (5 : it1 -+ I?, 6’: M’ -+ E’ . .+Ls.slmw rk .\I = rk M’. Then M is 
11 ltrtlitx~ in E riu 6 ~/‘untf ordy iJXi’ is u lutticr in E’ oiu 6’. The htrr is ryui~u/ent to the fkt 
fhtrl f/w hilintwr jAwi j ( * , - ) 1 ussot~iurtd lo I is non-dryt~rlt~rirfc. 
Let us fix now two Raynaud extensions 
(I,) 
Y, 
O-T, + E, * BI -+ 0 given by O’, : M’, -+ B’, 
whcrc AJi is the group of characters of the split torus 7; and where B; is the dual of the 
formal abclian scheme ,!I,, i = I. 2. Later (I, ) and ( i2) will be the Raynaud extensions (I) 
and (I ‘). We want to describe group morphisms A : El -+ E2 in terms of pairs (i.. cp) of group 
morphisms j.:,!J> -, .\I\ and cp:B, + B2. In fact. starting with a group morphism 
A: I:, -+ EL and applying I.3 IO the restriction of A to tibrcs over any point in S. we see that 
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A restricts to a formal morphism A:i?, 4 Ez between the formal extensions associated to 
(I, ) and (I?). It follows that A restricts to a group morphism 7, - T2 or 7-, + T2 and. thus 
gives rise to a morphism i.:izl> --*, Ifi. Furthermore. taking quotients by T1 and T2, it 
induces a group morphism cp:t?, + B2. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The correspondence .\ H (j.. cp) fields a bijection hetbveen group mor- 
phisms A:E, -* E2 and pairs (i.,cp) of (f ormal) group morphisms i.: Ali + M’, , cp: B, -+ Bz. 
such that the diclyram 
@, 
hl; - B; 
Ii ~: TV, (1) 
M; - B; 
is commutative, where qf:B; -+ B’, is the dual of cp. 
Proof: Fixing a group morphism i.: M; -+ M; . its associated group morphism 
AT: TI --* T2, and a group morphism cp: B, -+ B2, we have to show that there is a unique 
A: E, -, E2 making the diagram 
0 -. T, - E, ---) B, -t 0 
1 1, lJ+ lrp (2) 
0 + T, * Ez +B2 40 
commutative if and only if the diagram (I) is commutative. To do this, choose ml E Mi and 
set ))I, = E.(mz). Taking push-outs of rows of (2) with rcspcct to VI, : T, --+ G, and 
ml: T2 -+ G,. produces the diagram 
0 + G, 
We can insert a group morphism A:E, -+ E2 in (3) if and only if, for all 1n2 E I%{;, WC can 
insert a group morphism El,,,, -+ Ezm2 in (3). The latter is possible if and only if the upper 
extension in (3) is the pull-back with rcspcct to cp of the lower cxtcnsion in (3). i.e.. if and only 
if @(nab) is mapped onto @‘,(m,) via cp’. n 
We want to assume in the following that the cxtcnsions (I, ) and (IL) are the Raynaud 
extensions (I) and (I’) so that B, = B, B2 = B’. and, furthcrmorc, t3’, = B’, K2 = R” = B, 
M’, = M’, and M; = M. The assertion of the proposition is of particular interest in the case 
where. identifying B” with B, the dual (p’:B” + B’ of cp: B + B’ coincides with cp. Namely, 
then any i.: hi + M’ satisfying the commutativity of diagram (1) can be viewed as a lifting of 
cp: B -+ B’. Important examples where cp coincides with cp’ are given by polarizations or by 
morphisms of the form (P.,, for some formal line bundle N on H; recall that CP,~:B + B’ is the 
morphism given by the line bundle 
on B x s B where 11, p, , p2: B x s B --, B denote the group law and the projections. If cp = cp‘. 
the pull-back under id x cp: B xs B 4 B xs B’ of the biextcnsion P given by the Poincarl 
bundle on B xs B’ yields a symmetric biextcnsion on B 
comes from the fact that the pull-backs of P under 
idxq: Bx,B-+ Bx,B’, id x cp’: 
are related by the formula (id x cp’)*P = z*(id x cp)*P. 
x s B. The symmetry on (id x ‘p)*P 
B” xs B” ---, B” xs B’ 
where T is the flipping of factors on 
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B xs B. In the special case where (3 = ‘pV. we have (id x cp)*P = P2Pi, the symmetry being 
given by the canonical symmetry on P2.V. 
For the case just discussed. we want to give an explicit description of the morphism 
A:E+ E’. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Consider rhe Ra_vnaud extensions 
(1) 0 + T + E L B --+ 0 yiren b) W: hf’ 4 B’ 
(I’) OdT’-E’qB’40 yirenb_v @::I -B 
and let A: E -+ E’ be a yroup morphism correspondiny in the mrmner of 3.5 to a pair 
A:: hi + M’. p: B -+ B’, such that W 0 i. = cp - CD. Assume cp = cp’. 
Then, for any point .< of E with values in some riyid anulr’tic spuce s’ocer S. the imuye A( .?) 
in E is characterized bp the formula 
(m. A(.<)) = <((.t, i.(m))). mEiLl, 
to be read on (id x cp)*P, where <:(id x (p)+P + r*(id x v)*P is the spmmetry associated to 
the equation cp = cp’. 
The assertion needs some explanation. Let .r( bc the image of .< in B. Then. in the scnsc 
of 3.1. .< corresponds to a group morphism 
hl’ -+ I’, ” “’ , ??i’ H (.<. WI’ ). 
Due to the commutativity of (I) in 3.5, the group morphism 
IV --, I’, * #’ , m ++ (.<. i.(m)) 
can be lifted to a group morphism ill -+ [(id x cp)*PJ., I ,,. Compost the latter with 
the symmetry [(id x cp)*f’],. H. 2 [(id x (~)*f’],,.~ and the isomorphism 
[(id x ‘P)*% I x = PB * cplx,. Then it is claimed in the above corollary that the resulting 
group morphism coincides with 
M + pltrcP,I,’ )?I H (rn, A(S)), 
i.e., with the group morphism characterizing the image of .? in E. 
Proo$ One has to go through the construction given in the proof of 3.5. The basic 
diagram we have to use is 
where m varies over M, where the vertical map is the natural projection ofa pull-back under 
cp from B’ to B and where the diagonal map characterizes the image of 2 in E. To verify the 
assertion of the corollary we have just to realize that PB I I,m,, as a rigidified line bundle and 
as a pull-back of P, z ,, under cp, is canonically isomorphic to [(id x (p)*P], X Band that this 
isomorphism is compatible with the construction we have described in the assertion. 
However, the latter is easy since we have only to check that rigidifications of the involved 
line bundles or biextensions are respected. IX 
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Finally let us fix a trivialization of biextensions M x s M’ --, (a x O’)*P with associated 
liftings 0: M dEand6,‘:M’ 4 E’ of @ and 0’. We want to look at the situation of 3.6 and 
ask under what conditions the morphisms i.:M 4 XI’ and A: E - E’ will be compatible in 
the sense that i is a lifting of A. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. As in 3.6, consider a group morphism A: E -+ E’ corresponding to a pair 
of morphisms J.: M -+ AI’. cp: B 4 B’. and assume cp = cp’. Furthermore, let 6: ,If -. E and 
6’ : AI’ --, E’ be the liftings of 0: hf + B and @’ : M’ + B’. corresponding to the tt+iali:ation of 
biextensions t: M x M’ -, (0 x @‘)*P. 
Then the diagram 
is commututice if and only if the pull-back oft with respect to (id x 2.): bf x s hf -+ AI xs M’ 
yields a symmetric trivialization 
(id x I)*t:M xs M +(id x A)*(@ x W)*P; 
i.e.. a trioialixtion of the symmetric biextension (id x A)*(@ x W)*P. 
lf < is the symmetry on (id x cp)*P, the symmetry conditionfor t cm, in u suyycstirx~ wuy. hc 
described hp the jiwmulu 
Cm,. A(mz)) = <(<m2. 4m,))). m,.m2EM. 
Proof Since we can check the symmetry of (id x A)*t after composing the map with the 
canonical projection (id x A)*(@ x @‘)+P --, (id x cp)*P, it is clear that the symmetry condi- 
tion is expressed by the given formula. Using 3.1, the commutativity of (4) is cquivalcnt to 
Cm,, N&n2))) = Cm , , A(m,)), for all nl, , fn2 E &f 
and, since 
(ml. N&ml))) = (((ml. l(mi))) 
by 3.5, it is equivalent to 
<mi, J(m2)) = C((m2, A(mi))). for all m,, m2Ebf. u 
4. ACTIONS ON LINE BUNDLES 
The general setting is as in Section3. In particular. we have the Raynaud extensions 
(1) O+T +E LB40 givenby O’:M’-+B 
(1’) O+T’-+E’~B’+O given by 0:MdB 
Later we will add a trivialization of biextensions 
t:M x M’-(U) x @‘)‘P. 
Working with line bundles in this section and with invertible sheaves in later ones, we 
will make no difference between both notions. If _+’ is an invertible sheaf, say over a rigid 
analytic space X over S, we define its associated line bundle as N = Hom(_t’, C,) so that, 
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by this choice, the equivalence . t. - IV is contravariant. If o:S -+ N is a section. it 
corresponds to a section in . i _ ’ ( _Y ) which will also be denoted by 6. If o has no zeros. it 
defines an isomorphism of line bundles a:S x 6, -4 K. The latter as well as the associated 
isomorphisms _ 1. -+ C x and C,Y 4 . t - ’ can. in terms of sections, be described by/w f@ CJ. 
Any ripidified line bundle ,l: over B (and. hence, any pull-back of it) admits. over each 
point of the base S. a canonical absolute value function since. over such a point it can be 
viewed as a formal bundle. In particular. the set of points of N with values in some finite 
extension of the base field K is endowed with an absolute value. In a similar way, global 
sections of N admit an absolute value over each point of the base S. 
The main objective of the present section is to study line bundles on E with XI- 
linearizations. To do this we need to know that the line bundles under consideration can be 
written as pull-backs of formal line bundles on B, i.e., we need some information on the 
descent with respect to y: E + B of line bundles on E. As in the case of schemes, it is 
convenient to work with cubical line bundles. a notion invented and studied by Breen [9]. If 
L is a line bundle on a rigid S-group space G, we write. as in [‘I] which we will use as 
a general rcfcrencc. 
whcrc the tensor product cxtcnds over all non-empty subsets I of ( 1.. . . , n). and where 
ll,:G” -* G is the morphism (x,. . . . , xm) +-+ xi<, .Yi. A cubical structure on L consists of 
a section (or trivialization) r of I/_,[, which satisfies ;I certain symmetry and cocycle 
condition ([?I], 124.5); it can also bc intcrprctcd as a structure ofsymmctric bicxtcnsion on 
I/~ I_ ([2 I], 1.2.5.4). A cubical lint hundlc is automatically rigidificd and, convcrscly. any 
rigidificd lint hundlc on a proper group space like R admits a unique cubical structure, due 
to the thcorcm of the cube; SW 6.3. Over non-proper group spaces cubical structures are 
useful to make ripidificd lint bundles cvcn more rigid (in the sense that we restrict 
isomorphisms). Vicwinp formal rigid analytic spaces X over R as direct limits 
lim .Y @ R/(x”) (whcrc n is a non-tcro clcmcnt of the maximal idcal of the valuation ring 
- 
R), WC can apply schcmc-thcorctic results about cubical lint bundles on each level 
S @ R/(n”). Thcrcby WC can cxtcnd the result [2I 1, 1.7.2.2. on the dcsccnt of cubical line 
bundles to the formal Icvcl, in particular, wc can apply it to the “restricted” scqucncc 
which is associated to (I). 
Prooj: As in the cast of schcmcs, one can show that a trivialization of Llr can be 
rcwrittcn as a dcsccnt datum on L; howcvcr, WC will not USC this fact. First consider two 
formal cubical line bundles N, and iVZ on U and an isomorphism p:q*N, + q*Nz respect- 
ing the trivializations on T which arc induced from the rigidifications of N, and Nz . Then, 
restricting to the formal scqucncc (r) (a process which is injcctivc on morphisms of line 
bundles). we see by [‘I], 1.7.2.2, that p descends. So the functor we want to study is fully 
faithful. 
It remains to show that any pair (L. cS) on E dcsccnds to a cubical line bundle N on B. 
Indicating restrictions to the formal scquencc (r) by a bar, we see from [Zl]. 1.7.2.2, again 
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that (L, d) descends to a formal cubical line bundle X on B. Then we have an isomorphism 
(q*:V)- -, (L. J) which, as we claim. extends to an isomorphism q*,V -L (L. 5 ). To see this we 
may assume N is trivial. In other words. we have to construct a trivialization of the 
symmetric biextension L??L associated to L which extends the trivialization we have on 
/? and on T, the latter one being given by 6. Since I? and T generate E, the problem can be 
solved uniquely using the biextension structure of P2f.. 0 
For any character m’~ M’. the extension E,, of B by G,. which is obtained from the 
sequence (I I via push-out with respect to nl’. provides an example of a cubical line bundle on 
B: its associated invertible sheaf is W(m’). Furthermore, pulling E, back to E. it becomes 
trivial, since we can use the trivialization (u,. . id): E + E,. xs E = y*E,,, which. by abuse of 
notation. we denote by e,. again. In fact. since c,, is a group homomorphism. it defines 
a trivialization of cubical line bundles. Such a trivialization is not compatible with the 
canonical descent datum on q*E,, unless m’ is trivial. Namely, its pull-back to T is given by 
the character (id, m’): T+ T x G,. Thus, e,. does not descend to B unless nt’ is trivial. On 
the other hand. we claim: 
Proof In fact. since cx must respect ripidifications. the second projection m’: T-+ G, 
maps unit sections onto each other. Then, if the base S is rcduccd. it follows already that WI 
is a character. The same is true in the general case, since 
Y2(~t~‘): TX, T- G,. (.Y, J) ++ n1’(x + y) - ))I’( s) - m’(y) 
is hilincar. due to the fact that ~/‘JvI’) is an automorphism of the trivial symmetric 
bicxtcnsion 7‘ xs 1’ x G,. [I 
Proc$ As we have just seen, there is a character ~PI’E M’ such that the restriction of r to 
T corresponds to an isomorphism ‘I’ x G, + 7’ x 6, given by the character - III’. Then 
2 0 Cm. commutes with canonical descent data and the assertion follows from 4.1. u 
Taking NL trivial in 4.3, we see that the pull-back y*N of a cubical invcrtiblc shsaf N on 
B is trivial if and only if N = E,,,, for some m’~ M’. If, in addition, we fix a trivialization s of 
y*N, we can say, more prcciscly. that there is a unique M’E hl’ with (N. s) being isomorphic 
to (E,,,. , e,.). Also WC thereby see that the kernel of W:M ’ -t 8’ consists of all characters 
M’E ,%I’ which extend to characters of E. 
In the following we fi.u u triritrli:ulion o$ bivxtcvkons t: hf x AI -+ (0 x @‘)*P and 
thereby, cf. 3.2, liftings %:M 4 E and 6’:M’ -+ E’ of Cr, and CD’. In particular, we have 
a “bilinear form” 
(*;):(E x M’) + P, (M x E’) --, P, 
which has the property that, suppressing 5 and 6’, the image of r(m, m’) in P coincides with 
(m, m’) for any mEi%f, m’EM’. 
If one wants to descend a cubical line bundle L on E to a formal cubical line bundle N on 
B, we have to know by 4.1 that the restriction of L to the formal part Eof E is a formal line 
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bundle and that the restriction of L to the torus T is trivial. The latter cannot be expected to 
be true in general. However, surprisingly, the situation is quite different if L is equipped with 
an bf-action over @ : .tf + E. 
PROPOSITIOS 4.4. Let L be a cubical line bundle on E which isjormul on f? and which is 
equipped nifh un .tI-ution orer 6: XI 4 E. Assume that the lorter map defines M as a luttice in 
E. Then L is pull-back of a jormul cubical line bundle Iv on B. 
Proqf. In the scheme case one knows that. for some Au/e surjective base change S’ - S. 
the restriction of Ls to T,. is trivial and. thus, that Ls. is pull-back of a cubical line bundle 
,V,. on B,.: cf. [?I]. 1.723 (ii). This result carries over to the formal level. So there is 
a formally t?clle and surjective base change S ’ + S such that the restriction Ls, of Ls, to Es. is 
pull-back of some formal cubical line bundle Ns. on Bs.. Then it follows from Lemma 4.5 
which we will prove below that the isomorphism y*Ns. % Ls. extends to an isomorphism 
y*iv,, 1 Ls.. Hence, Ls. is pull-back of a line bundle on Bs.. 
Let p,:s’ X,s’* S’, i = I. 2. be the projection onto the i-th factor. Using the isomor- 
phism q*.Vs. -+ Ls.. the canonical descent datum 3 on Ls, with respect to S’ 4 S yields 
a dcsccnt datum on the cubical line bundle q*Ns, which is compatible with the M-action 
coming from the M-action on Lds.. Thus, if r’: Ms. -, ll*Ns. is obtuincd by transporting the 
ripiditication of cl*Ss. under the M-action, we have a commutative diagram 
3 
f’:q*Ns. -+ pfcl*Ns, 
T rtr’ T /er’ 
izls.. = MS,. 
Then, by 4.3. thcrc is a character ~I’E M’(S”) such that the tensor product of 3 with the 
trivialization c,.: E + i/*E,, dcsccnds from I:‘,.. to Bs,, . It is enough to show that 111’ is trivial. 
Namely. this implies that the dcsccnt datum 3 descends via Es. + Bs. to a descent datum on 
Ns.. Since this is a formal dcsccnt problem. the descent is effcctivc and, hence, Ns. dssccnds 
to a formal cubical invcrtiblc sheaf N on B. Clearly, q+N is isomorphic to L. 
To show that the character m’ is trivial, we may assume that the base change S’ 4 S is 
given by a tinite extension of fields. Then the rigid spaces S and S’ consist of single points, 
whereas S” is a finite disjoint sum of points. Choose any rnE M. Using the canonical 
absolute value on .V,, and on its pull-back to Es,, the section r’(m) has a well-defined 
absolute value Ir’( m)l. This absolute value is not changed under pull-back with respect to 
PiIS” -+ S’; more precisely, over each point of s”, the absolute value of p:r’(m) equals 
Ir’(m)j. In particular, the descent datum 3 must respect this absolute value. However, since 
3 @ e,. descends to Bs,. , it leaves absolute values invariant and it follows that e,,,, must have 
absolute value 1 over the image of m in Es.. . Thus 1 (m, m’)) I = I over each point of S”. 
Varying n~ over itf, it follows that m’ is trivial since bf + E is a lattice. This finishes the proof 
of 4.4 modulo the lemma we still have to prove. 
Working over a general base S again. it remains to show: 
LEX~M-\ 4.5. In the situtrlion of4.4. crny tririukution ofcubical line bundles i -, i extends 
to u trii~iukufion q/ cuhicul line bundles I:’ + L. 
Proc$ To justify the assertion, it is enough to show that L is a trivial line bundle over E. 
Namely. any cubical structure on the trivial bundle E x 60, is given by a morphism 
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r:E’ + 6, which is necessarily a character (in the case where the base S is not reduced. use 
the cocycle condition for 5). Furthermore. looking at the cocycle condition for T again. it 
follows that there is a character 0: E - 6, with 2,~ = r. In particular, any cubical 
structure on the trivial line bundle on E is isomorphic. via a character on E. to the trivial 
cubical line bundle on E. So, for our extension problem, we have just to know that 
trivializations of the trivial cubical line bundle extend from E to E. However, this is clear 
since such trivializations are given by characters and since all characters on E extend to 
characters on E. 
4 . 
Let 
T ‘hus it remains to verify that L is trivial as a line bundle on E. To do this. fix a basis 
. . , m; in M’ and consider the associated product decomposition 
E = E,; x8 ._. . x8Emi. 
* )i be the absolute value on E,; or E which is associated to m:. For rn~ M, set 
F, = (.YE E; [ml;’ 5 I.Yli I (nIli for i = I,. . . ,d}. 
Then F, is an admissible open subspace of E; it may be viewed as a relative polyannulus 
over B. We claim that the restriction of f. to F, is trivial for all m. To justify this claim, we 
proceed by induction and write F, = FL x8 Fa where 
F: = (XEE,.: IXIJ = IMI,). 
Fm = (SE I.;‘,.; I,UlJ = (#nI;’ 1 
be the two connected components of the “boundary” of the relative annulus PG. We can fill 
in the”wholes” of Fz and thereby embed it into the Ii Pi-bundle I”’ over B which is associated 
to Em;. We know already that I_ is trivial on i:‘and, due to the AI-action, on all M-translates 
of E. Using the induction hypothesis, we may assume that L is trivial on Fk x,,F: and 
F:.X,F,. So we can extend L( F; x.FG to ;I line bundle L” on FL x8 P”. Since FL x, FZ 
serves as a rigidificator for L”, one can show that L” 2: I!!,~; x,p..,(s) for some SEZ. 
However, then L” and, hence, L are trivial on F, = FL x, Fk. 
Now consider a sequence FI c FL c . . . of domains of type F,, IKE hl, such that E is 
the union of the Fi. Since L is trivial over Fi, as we just have seen. we can find a section 
J generating L over F,. So, for each i. there is a unit UiE l-( Fi, CL) such thatf;+ I = u,/; on 
Fi. Restricting the situation to an open part y- ‘(U) c- U x s T of E with U an admissible 
open subspace in B, WC SW that, up to sections assuming the absolute value I at each point 
of Fi, the section u, is the product of a unit in CC and of a character on T. We may assume 
that uilo I( , is trivial and that the character is independent of i. Then the limit 
L’i = lim UiUi + 1 . . . U, 
n-r 
exists as an invertible section on Fi n y O’(U) for each i and, consequently. the rig define 
a generator of L over y-‘(U). This shows that L is locally trivial over B. Then using the 
triviality of L on E again. we set finally that L is trivial on E. Hence. WC have finished the 
proof of 4.5 and thereby also the proof of 4.4. 0 
In the following Ict N be a formal cubical line bundle on B. It gives rise to the morphism 
rpN:B + B’. On the level of points with values in some S-space !?, this morphism is described 
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S(b) is the pull-back of A’ via 5 xs B 22s A B. So, in terms of cubical line bundles, 
there is a canonical identification 
T;N@N-‘@N(b)-’ 1: Psxw,,,b,. 
We are interested in describing M-linearizations on the cubical line bundle q+N; i.e.. 
actions x of XI over 6: M + E on q*N where, in later applications, N will be obtained with 
the help of 4.4. We will always require that a respects the cubical structure of @N. To 
explain this point. let z be given by the isomorphisms 
a,:q*N --, T:q+N, mEM, 
and let the cubical structure on q*N correspond to the trivialization 
r : E’ 4 g3q*N. 
Furthermore, for m, , m2, n13 E M, consider the isomorphism 
%(%,.,l,,,:%q*N+ T:,.,,&WN 
given by 
where, for I c ( I. 2, 3). WC have used the maps 
and where the exponent - I indicates taking the inverse of the dual of the maps a,, +,,,,, etc. 
WC say that r respects the cubical structure of q*N if the diagram 
9,y+N a T&,,,_,,93q+N 
Tr T T:,.-a.-,~ 
E-’ = E’ 
is commutative. In a similar way, the fact that a respects the cubical structure of q+N can be 
characterired in terms of the symmetric biextension 9zq.N. 
E.vumplr 4.6. For any m’E IV’, there is a canonical M-linearization E,. on q+E,* (or on 
E,.) which is dcfincd via M + E -% E,, , using the group structure of E,. . This action is 
the pull-back of the Af-linearization of E,,,, = PB x ,+ which is given by the multiplication 
with (nr. m’), IPIE XI. Using the canonical identification T:E,,,. 2: E,, 8 E,,(m), the latter 
action can. in terms of sections. be described by the isomorphisms of line bundles 
Gll~,,. . Em, 4 T:E,. , /H Cm, m’> 81 
whcrc m varies over M; this is easily checked by considering pull-backs with respect to the 
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unit section of B. Also it should be noted that. over E. the trivialization e,, of q*E,. is 
invariant under the action of .%I; i.e.. E,..,(Y, 1 = T:r,. . In fact, since e,,,, is a trivialization of 
cubical line bundles. the canonical isomorphism TZE,,,, z E, @ E,.(m) identifies T:e,* 
with e,. @ (m. m’) and the latter equals E, ,m(e,.). 
In the preceding consideration we can replace m by any S-valued point x of E and 
thereby see that T:e,, is canonically identified with e,,,. @ (x, ni). We state this fact for 
later reference; it shows that e,. behaves like a character. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let x bti m S-rulutd point c?f E und. ji)r nit M’. consider the isomorphism 
E,. + T: E,,, which corresponds to ndtiplicurion with e,,,. 0 x on E,, , Then this isomorphism is, 
in trrms of sections, described by f H (x. nr’ ) Qfi 
Example 4.8. The situation we have just met is typical for the case where the formal 
cubical line bundle N on B is translation invariant and where the M-linearization of q*N is 
obtained by pull-back from an M-action on N over CD: ill + B. Namely, transporting the 
rigidification of N by means of th e ;\I-action. we obtain a trivialization of line bundles 
r: M 4 @*N. and the action of any mE hf on .V is just multiplication by the image of r( m) in 
N, the latter being viewed as a G,-extension of B. From this it is easily seen that r is. in fact, 
a trivialization of cubical lint bundles and that the AI-action respects the cubical structure 
of N. So the set of all III-actions on the cubical lint bundle N corresponds to the set of group 
morphisms 111 + N lifting (1): ill -+ H. In particular. if N is the trivial cubical line bundle on 
B, this set equals f lams ( XI, G,). The latter. vicwcd as a functor in S, is rcprescntcd by 
a split torus whose dimension equals the rank of M. If N is not translation invariant or if the 
M-lincarizution of (/*:V is not pull-back of an action on N. the situation is more 
complicated. 
P’HOPOSI I’IOK 4.9. I.CI N hr 11 Jimrul ctthicul line hunclle ON B. Then the Jidowiny dutu on 
N ure eyttirtrlo~r: 
( I) Al-1inrrrri:ution.s z lj’q* N rrspc~crity the cuhicul structure oJ’q*N. 
(2) Puirs (i.. r) where 2: hf -t .\I’ is II ho~n),norphisnt h/tiny (Pi: B -+ B’, i.e., sufis/l’iny 
W 0 i, = (Pi ‘J 0. und where r: M + @*,V is a tririulixtion of WN as a cubicul invertible sheuf 
on M such (hut r is computible with t; ix., such thuf the diuyrum 
(0 x @)*92N- (0 x cD’)*P 
1 i/l(r) rt 
121 x M ld MXM’ 
is commutative. (In particular, (id x i)*r coincides with Q2(r) und, thus, is u trivialkation of 
symmetric bie.~rensions.) 
In the uhow situulion. if ulf .~l-linc~(lri:ution z of q+N is given. the triviokation 
r: M + @,+N is ohruintd by rrunsporrir~~q tilt? riyidijicution of y*N by rneun.~ of the M-uction. In 
terms of srctions. tire i.somorphism q*dV -+ .r:ll* N correspondiny to the uction of me M on 
y’N is described by/‘+-+ r(m) @ or,,,,, QJ; iynoriny cunonicul i.sonWrpiri.snU. 
Proo$ Starting with an action of ;!I on y*N, Ict us first show how to obtain the lifting 
i.:M --, M’of (p,, and the trir-iali/.ation r: If -+ cD*N. The action of M on q*N corresponds to 
isomorphisms of cubical lint bundles x,:cl*.V + Tzq*N, mEM, satisfying the cocycle 
condition. So. using 4.3. WC scc that, for each WE &I, there is a unique m’ = - i.(m)E M’such 
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that I, 8 e_+,,:q*.V -* T:y*:V @ c/*E_~,,, descends to an isomorphism of cubical line 
bundles 2, : ,Y -. T:.V @ E _ i,m,. Clearly, i. is a lifting of (o v : B - B’. 
Next Ict r: .!I -. @*.V be the trivialization of cubical line bundles which is obtained by 
transporting the rigidilication of .V with the M-action. For rn~.W let r(m):ms -, N(m) be 
the induced trivialization. L’sing the canonical identification 
we see that 
5 ~~(~~I)-~:.~~T~;V~:L’(~I)-~~E_~,,,:.\; m 
is an isomorphism of cubical line bundles on B and, hence. is trivial. So we can describe the 
M-action on y*L\f in a supgcstive way by 
where vvc have ignored canonical isomorphisms. Conversely. given any morphism 
2: XI -+ .\I’ over ulv: B -+ B’ and a trivialization I-: hf + @*.V of cubical line bundles, we can 
use this formula to dctinc a family ~,:q*h: -+ T:q*K of isomorphisms of cubical line 
bundles. If i. is ;I homomorphism, one verifies by direct computation that the z, respect the 
cubical structure of c/*N. 
It remains 10 AOH. th;rt the I, s;ltisfy the cocyclc condition if and only if 1 is a group 
homom~~rphism ;rnd the trivializations r and I arc compatible in the scnsc of(Z). The cocyclo 
condition for the x, is cquivalcnt to the commutativity of the diagram 
with IPI , and m2 v;rrying over RI or. using the formula for the z,. to the equation 
~‘Afrnl em:, = (‘AlPIt,, 0 ~‘ilrn,, and 7’~,eAlm2, = (ml, j.(m?)> 63 L*~,~,, 
in terms of trivializations of cubical lint bundles on E so that, using 4.3, the commutativity 
of (*) is equivalent to the equations 
i(rn, + m2) = i.(,n,) + i.(m2), r(mr + m2) = r(mr)@ r(m2) @ cm,, j.(mz)), 
which are the required conditions. cl 
In the situation of 4.9. let (y*Ni. Zi) be two M-linearized cubical line bundles on 
E corresponding to the pairs (i.,, ri), i = I ,2. Then it is easily seen that (q*(N, @I N,), 
z, @ z2) corrcsponds to the pair (L, + j.2.rl @rz). 
CoRoI.1 AHI’ 4.10. /II the sifutrfiorl of 4.9 lrf (y*Ni, z,) hr two l~f-hneuri:rd cuhicd fine 
hut~d/c~.s c.orrc~spo,ltlirr,t to ptrirs ( i,, r, ), i = I ,2. Thrn (q*N I, I, ) und (y’.V,, z2) ure iwmorphic 
i/‘und ortly lf tIwrt* r.\-ists u chtrrtrctt~r ni E Al’ such thut IX’:, c IV, @ E,. und thut, undrr this 
idvnt~icution. TX? corrcyonds to t/w AI-lincwixtion z, @ c,. , whrrr E,,,, is the cunonicul 
ill-lirt~~uri:lrtio,I o/‘cf’I:‘,~ ; c/I 4.6. 
~/.wih iv1 isornorphism csists, 111~~ chcrructrr m’ E AI’ is unique and i.2 = 1, . Furthermore, if 
NI z .V2. tlrcw r2(m) = (tn. m’) @ r, (VI) jbr ull m E Af, unci the chuructvr m extends to 
u chuructt,r q/‘ E. 
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Proclj Considering the action x2 8 x; ’ . we may assume that zI is the trivial action on 
the trivial cubical line bundle E xs A’. So 2, 5 0 and r,(m) = 1 for all mEM. Now let 
+:E x,A’ + y*,V? be an isomorphism of cubical line bundles transforming z, into zxL. 
Then, by 4.3. there is a unique character m’E.\I’ such that .V2 = E,,, and that. under this 
identification. $ corresponds to the canonical trivialization e,,, : E x A’ -+ y*E,. . The latter 
transports the trivial M-linearization into the canonical M-linearization c,. of q*E,. as 
introduced in 4.6 so that. in particular. i, = 0. 
It remains to look at the case where 15,. is trivial (without m’ being trivial). Then, again 
by 4.3. m’ extends to a character on E and the canonical .II-linearization of q*E,, is 
described by the pair (0. r2), where r?(m) = (m, m’) for all mu Af’. z 
An M-linearized cubical line bundle y*N is called rrunslufion inw-iunt if. for any point 
x of E (with values in some rigid space shover S) there is an isomorphism of cubical line 
bundles $:y*N + T:y*N which respects i%f-actions; i.e.. such that, for all mu M, the 
diagram 
1” 
cl*N - T:q*N 
1rL 1 T:IL 
T:y*iVT:I.- T:+,q*N 
is commutative. with Z, corresponding to the action under me hf. Within this context, we 
assume that the cubical structure on T:ll*N is obtained via pull-back from a cubical 
structure on T* q,v, N; the latter is dctcrmincd by a ripidification. 
(:I) ?%c’ ~f-fitJ~~~Jr~~tJliOll ($11~ N i.S IrtJlJ.dcJliOtl iI1l‘cJricJnl. 
(b) N iS trtJtJ.S/lJliOIJ ifJJYJricJlJt JJIld lilt’ nltlp i: hf -+ izf’ iS lril’itlf. 
(c) N is Ir~JnsfJJlion inlxJricJtlf c~rlcf fh ~f-fitl~~tJri~JJlic~fJ 01’ y* N is prr//-h1lc.k (4’ tlti hf- 
linc~tJri:utiotl o/‘ N. 
Prooj: Assume that the hf-lincnriration of y*x’ is translation invariant. Applying 4.3 
and proceeding similarly as in 4.9. WC can dcscribc 1(1 in terms of sections by 
/H s( .x_) 0 L’,.,, @I_/; for some character ME izf’($l and a trivialization s(s) of N(x). Since 
any point .r of E factors through the universal point of E, we may assume that c(x) is 
independent of .Y and that it comes from a character CE AI’(S). Then. by the dclinition of c. 
the isomorphism $ @ (I-( dcsccnds from E to 1J to an isomorphism N + 7‘: N @ E_,. Since 
c is independent of I, it follows that E, must be trivial (take x as the unit section) and, hcncc, 
that N is translation invariant. In particular, we see that m’(c) = 0. 
Using the formula of 4.9 for the morphisms-z, describing the M-IineariLation of y*N, 
the invariance of the action under translations is equivalent to the condition that the two 
maps 
/‘ I--+ r(m) @ S(X) @ Pi,,,,, @ 7’:(~, @J and 
/I-+ r(m) @ S(Y) @ T:cicm, @ cc @/’ 
coincide. Since 
T: t’l,m, = (x. i.(m)) Q (‘hl,. T:e, = < JJJ. (’ > 0 c, , 
up to canonical identification. WC see that the action on 4*N is translation invariant if and 
only if (x, i.(m)) = (m. c) for all m and all x. disregarding fhe necessary pull-backs WC have 
to apply. Let x be the universal point of E again. Then we have to interpret (x. i.(m)) as the 
section o~,~,: E --) Ei,m, and (m. c) as 3 pull-back of a section S -+ E,,(m). Both sections can 
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coincide only if L(m) is trivial. So we see that i. is trivial. This shows that assertion (a) implies 
assertion (b). Furthermore. it follows from 4.3 and the definition of L that (b) implies (c). 
To verify the remaining implication from (c) to (a). one has just to realize that any 
M-linearization of a translation invariant line bundle ,V on B is compatible with trans- 
lations. This is easily checked, since we can view 1%’ as an extension of B by G, and since the 
action of any m E ,%I on B can be interpreted as multiplication by the m-translate of the 
rigidification of .V; see 4.8. cl 
H’e can give now a nice interpretation of points of E’ with values in some rigid space 
Soier S. For simplicity. assume s’= S. Then. as we have explained in 3.1, a point .C’E E’(S) 
with image X’E B’(S) corresponds to a homomorphism M + PB I X. and, thus, to a transla- 
tion invariant M-action on the pull-back to E of the Line bundle corresponding to x’. So, 
using 4.9 and 4.1 I, we can say: 
COROLLARY 4.12. The set E’(S) can be identified in a canonical way with the set sf 
isomorphism classes of pairs (N, I) where N is a translation invariant line bundle on B and 
nherc I is a translation intariant Xl-linearization ofq*N. 
We keep the genera! situation of Sections 3 and 4. in particular. the exact sequence 
(1) O-+T+E 2 B-+0 given by cD’:icI’~ B’ 
Howcvcr. in this section WC will prcfcr to work with invcrtiblc shcavcs instead of line 
bundles. For E, , ~I’E hl’. as in Sections 3 and 4, WC dcnotc its ussociatcd cubical invertible 
sheaf by 6,. . Let . t bc another cubical invcrtiblc sheaf on B. Thcrc is a canonical Fourier 
decomposition 
where c,,,. is the canonical section of q*b_,,. To explain this, consider a forma! open 
covering II = (U, i of B such that the extension (I) as we!! as the invertible sheaf -4’ trivial- 
ize with respect to Il. Then q-I( LJ,) 2 T xs L/i for each i. and we can view any character 
UI’E .\I’ as an invertible section <:’ in I-( T xs Ui. PIE). In fact, the family (i;“‘), gives rise to the 
canonical section r,,,, of q*B -,,,. (the minus sign occurs bccausc the relationship between line 
bundles and invertible sheaves is contravariant). Now, if . +’ is given by the cocycle 
qi,E Z’(LI, C t ), and if/ is a section of q,q*_( ‘, for simplicity we take a global section, then 
f has a unique Laurent series decomposition f = c cim.<y’ on each T xs Ui with coeffi- 
m’ehl’ 
cicnts clrn. EC B( U,). Since the uniqueness of the decompositions implies 
(C’j,‘Ilm’)((,m’i~‘)-’ = rlij on C/in CJj, 
WC can write f as a global Laurent scrics in the form I: c,. @ 4,. , where c,, has to be viewed 
as a section of. I. @ 6,. 
LFHMA 5.1. Let z:q*.k‘, + q+. t -2 be an isomorphism of cubical invertible sheaces on 
E where. t’, and . f ‘, are formal cubical invertible sheaves on B. As in 4.3, let m' E IV’ be the 
unique character such that LI @ e,. :q*. ( ‘, Q q*R,. + q+..( ‘* descends to an isomorphism 
p:.4-,@JR,.*. + v2 . Then. in terms of Fourier drconlpositions, the direct image 
q,(l):q*q*. **, * q*q*_ 1‘: 
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is the complete sum of the isomorphisms 
(-t-I @bd.d, 18 e,,+,,, -L+-, 8 6, ,I @ e,,*, 
h Q em.+,+. H (B @ &.1(h) 8 e,,,, 
with m” varying ocer .!I’. 
Proof The assertion is obvious if m’ = 0. If m’ # 0, we may replace z by the canonical 
isomorphism e,.:q*d,, -+ (YE where the assertion is checked easily by direct computation 
(use the definition of 6,.). El 
We want to use the lemma in order to describe M-actions on cubical invertible sheaves 
in terms of Fourier decompositions. To fix the situation, we need the extensions (1) and (I’) 
of Sections 3 and 4 and a trivialization of biextensions t: M x M’ --, (a x @‘)*P giving rise 
to a group morphism 6: M --* E over @: M -. B. 
PR~POSITWN 5.2. Consider a cubical invertible sheaf .I’ on B with an M-action on q*-_(’ 
d~ich. in the manner of 4.9, is ykrn by isomorphisms 
& : r: qf. t - -+ y*_ t ., h H eA,,, @I r(m) 8 h, me AI. 
Then each x, decomposes into the complete direct sum of the isomorphisms 
(T~.~~O~~,-1,,,)8e,,-i,,,-(.(‘~~a,.)~te,,, 
h 8 em’ -a(m) ~1 (r(m)8h)@ee,~. 
For uny ylohd section f of y*. t with Fourier dc~o,?lpositions 
f = 2 cm. @ c,. , a,( Cj’) = c d,, 63 cm,. 
t/w wcjfkirrits cm. uml d,. ure rduted by the equations 
(*) d m’ + I,~, = <m, In’ > 63 r(m) 03 TZ(c,,). 
Proo/: The first assertion follows from 5.1. To obtain the equation between coetlicients, 
note that 
T:/ = c T:c,e @ T:r,. =~T~c,,@(m,m’)@e,,,., 
using the relationship between T:e,,,, and e,,,, of 4.7. So 
1 L @ e,, = a,,,( C,f) = ThsC3 (mm'> @~r(m)@~,,~+~(,,,) 
and the desired equation follows by comparing coefficients. 0 
COROLL.ARY 5.3. In the situation of 5.2, the following are equivalent: 
(a) i. is injectice and, for each SES, there is a global section/in y+-l- which is invariant 
under the uction of M and which is non-trivial at s. 
(b) For each s E S. the norm at this point satisfies 1 t(m, I., (m))l < 1 for all m # 0 in M, and 
there exist u chaructrr ni E Af’ and (I ylobul section c,,,, in *t _ @I 8,. such thut c,. is non-trivial 
ut s. 
Prooj: The section f in 5.2 is invariant if and only if c,. = d,. for all m’E M’. Now assume 
that f is invariant and that c,.(s) # 0 for some m’E M’ and some SEX Choose me M. Then 
considering absolute values over s, we get 
Ic,.+~,~,I = Ic,,l.Ir(m)I.l(m,m’>l. 
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and iteration gives 
Hence. if i. is injective. the convergence of the Fourier series for / over s implies 
I (m, i(m)) I < I at s. Conversely, if the latter inequality is satisfied for all rnE M and all 
points s of S. the supremum norm of ((m. i.(m)) / over each open affinoid part of S must be 
< I. and one can construct Fourier series by prescribing coefficients on a set of representat- 
ives of M’/i,( M). 0 
Rcmurk 5.4. Assume that S consists of a field R and that. in the situation of 5.2. the 
invertible sheaf. I’ is ample and the equivalent conditions of 5.3 are satisfied. Then the space 
I-( E. q*.I‘)” of Jf-invariant global sections of q*,t’ satisfies 
dim,T(E, q*_t-)“’ = degI-dim, T(B. _t’), 
where deg i. is the cardinality of the finite (abstract) group M’/i( M). 
Pror$ As shown in the proof of 5.3, we can construct Al-invariant sections of q*_1‘ by 
prescribing coefficients of the Fourier decomposition on a set of representatives of 
izf'/i( .!I 1. Since dim, T(B.. t. 8 a,.) is independent of rn'e M' (its square equals the degree 
of the morphism cp_+.:B + B’ associated to . i’ and cp.,- = ~p.,.@~, for all m’; soe [24]. 
Chap. 111.16. Riemann -Roth Theorem). the stated formula is obvious. [3 
In the situation of 5.2, both, the trivialization of bicxtonsions I: ,$I x s izf' -+ ((1) x @')+I' 
as well as the .\I-action on 11 l. t‘ arc encoded in the Fourier cocfficicnts of bf-invariant 
sections of 4.. 1. (if the rc arc enough such sections). We give the precise statcmcnt at this 
plucc; it will be discussed further in Section 7. 
Rrn~trrk 5.5. Using notations as in 5.2. assume that the following data are given: 
(a) the Raynaud extensions (I) and (I’), 
(b) the invertible sheaf .t’ on B, the morphism cp., :B -+ B’, and its lifting i,: M + izf’, 
(c) for any ~'EM', the homomorphism 
which associates to an bf-invariant global section/of y+. 4’ its Fourier cocfhcicnt c,,,. of 
index m'. (The particular structure of the bf-action on q*. t ’ is not part of the data.) 
If. for all mcM and m'Ehf', the maps c,,,, are not identically zero and o,,,.+~,~, is 
proportional to Tz 'J 6,. in the sense that it equals T:-a,. times a section in 
J,.(m)-'@_t'(m)-', then the trivialization t:M x,hf' 4 (0 x @')*P (which determines 
the liftings 6: hf + E of Q, and 6’: hf' + E' of @‘), as well as the trivialization r: M -, @*N 
(which determines the M-linearization of y*_t‘) can be reconstructed from the above data. 
Namely, as we can set from 5.2, taking m' = 0. we recover r(m) and then, for arbitrary m’. 
also the remaining part (m. m'). 
6. RIE.MASN’S PERIOD RELATIONS IN TlIE hllSED CASE 
Now we want to apply the results of Sections 3 to 5 in order to study the duals of 
uniformizable abeloid varieties and to derive a criterion for an abeloid variety to be 
algebraic. Recall an abeloid variety is a smooth proper connected rigid group over K; more 
generally, if S is a rigid space over K. an abeloid S-space is a proper flat S-group space 
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whose fibres are abeloid varieties. We limit our interest to uniformizable abeioid S-spaces 
A; thereby we mean that .4 is representable as a quotient A = E/M where E is an extension 
of an abeloid S-space with good reduction over some model 9’ of S by a split torus. As we 
have seen in Section 1, abelian varieties admit such uniformizations after a suitable exten- 
sion of the base field. Using Galois descent one can also handle the case where the torus part 
is not necessary split. At the end we will obtain a description of abelian varieties with 
semi-abelian reduction by degeneration data. These data consist of semi-abelian group 
schemes over the valuation ring and lattices on the generic tibre admitting polarization 
data; the semi-abelian group schemes are extensions of abelian schemes by tori. 
As before. let K be a field. which is complete under a valuation of height I, and let R be 
its valuation ring. Let S be a quasi-compact rigid space which we will use as a base space. 
Furthermore. as in Section 3. let 9 be an R-model of S; i.e., a flat formal scheme over R with 
9’8 K = S which is locally of topologically finite presentation over R. The ideal of 
definition of 9’ is given by rrPJf where II is some element of R with absolute value 
0 < 1x1 < I. One can write Y’ as a direct limit Y = lim.YY, where the level 9’” is an 
- 
R/(Y)-scheme which is locally of finite presentation. When talking about formal objects 
over S. we actually mean formal objects over 9’. But looking only at generic fibres WC view 
them as rigid analytic objects. Sometimes it is necessary to change the formal structure by 
replacing .Y by an admissible formal blowing-up 9” -+ .‘I’, which in terms of the rigid 
analytic structure means to refine a given formal covering with respect to the Grothcndieck 
topology of S. 
Now start with the following situation 
where all objects arc considered over S and where 
T is a split torus of constant rank d 
B is a formal abelian scheme 
E is a locally trivial extension of B by T 
M is a constant group space isomorphic to Zi 
6 defines M as a lattice in E (cf. 3.3) 
A is the quotient of E with respect to M (to be explained later). 
As seen in Section 3, the extension E corresponds to a homomorphism 
0’: M’ = Hom( T, G,,,) -. B’ 
from the group of characters M’ of T to the dual B’ of B. We remind the reader that a locally 
trivial extension E becomes locally trivial in the formal sense after replacing 9’ by some 
admissible blowing-up, as will follow from 6.1. Thus we may assume that the latter is the 
case after refining the formal structure 9’. 
Due to 3.2, the above discussed situation is equivalent to a diagram 
P R x R’ 
C..‘) / 1 
~x@‘:Mx.~f’-+BxB’ 
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where 
P B. B is the Poincare bundle on B x B’ 
@: .If - B is a group homomorphism 
(0’: .If’ - B’ is a group homomorphism 
( .;>: .\I x .!I’ -+ PB x *. is a non-degenerate bilinear form associated to a trivialization 
t:.\f x.If’-+(~xxcD’)*P~.B 
of biextensions such that I( -. * )I is non-degenerate; cf. 3.4. So this diagram gives rise to 
a situation which is dual to the one we started with: 
A’ 
where 
E’ is given by @:.!f + I3 2 H” 
6’ is an isomorphism onto a lattice in E’ 
A’ is the quotient of E’ by .\I’. 
The map ( a, * ) : AI x M’ -+ I’” ‘ “. cxtcnds to canonical pairings 
(~:):ExAf’-rPgrB. (aliftingofqx(D’), 
( a, - ) : AI x E’ --* I’, . R, (a lifting of (1) x cl’). 
In such a situation the quotients A = E/IV and E’/IU’ exist as rigid analytic spaces and are 
proper over S. Indeed. we may assume that S is quasi-compact. Since 6(M) is a lattice in E, 
thcrc exists a relative polyannulus E, over B for some I: > I such that E, is disjoint from all 
its nt-translates. with I~I varying over Af - 10); recall that E, is a domain in E of the type 
where a free set of generating characters of T assumes values between I:-’ and C. Therefore, 
in the same manner as in Section 2. the quotient E/A4 can be defined by gluing translates of 
E, and it is clear that the quotient can be covered by finitely many of these translates. The 
formal abrlian scheme B is proper over S. hence, due to [ 193. Theorem 3.1. the rigid space 
U is proper over S. So there exist finite atiinoid coverings ( Ui, icz I) and { M’,, ie I} of B such 
that, in the notion of Kichl [16], Def. 2.3. Ui c c s Wi for all ief. Furthermore one can 
choose U, and Ifi in such a way that q- ‘(U,) (resp. q-‘( It;)) is isomorphic (via a section 
Ui -+ E) to a product TX Ui (resp. to TX CC’,)) for all iEf. Taking a smaller radius ~5 with 
I < S < E. finitely many of the translates of Ed xg Cl,, iel. will cover the quotient A = E/M 
also. Now Eb x, Ui c c s E, x, rri and it is clear that E, xg U’, is attinoid. Then it follows 
that E/A1 satisfies Kiehl’s condition of properness. 
As a first goal WC want to show the representability of the analytic Picard functor Pi+ 
of translation invariant line bundles; we will show that it is representable by A’. WC need to 
know the case where the torus part is trivial; i.e.. the representability of Pic;s by the formal 
abclian schcmc B’. a frtct which has already been used. Let us first explain the representabil- 
ity of Pit’, , in the category of formal schemes over .Y where AY is a formal abelian scheme 
over a formal schcmc .‘I’. For any level .Y, of the formal scheme .!!, the functor Pic;_,.y., is 
representable by an algebraic space .#8:, over .Y,, due to M. Artin [I], Theorem 7.3. 
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Raynaud has shown that this algebraic space is actually a scheme; cf. [ 1 I]. chap. I. Theorem 
1.9. Then the direct limit J’ of the J:, represents Pi?, , in the category of formal schemes 
over .Y’. Due to the following lemma, one can switch from the formal category to the rigid 
category; cf. [ 191, Lemma 2.9 whose proof works also for non-discrete valuations. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S be afbrmal rigid space. and let f: .Y + S be a ywsi-comptict formallj 
smoorh morphism with geomcrrically connectedfibres. Let L be a riiqid anulyric line bundle on 
X. Then there exists an admissible formal blowing-up Y’ + .Y such that L extends to a formal 
line bundle t on S’ = ,Y x s s’ where S’ is the formul rigid spac’e associated to 9”. 
So. due to the lemma, te representability of PiGs follows from the representability of the 
formal Picard functor Pi?, :f: cf. [ 191. 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let B be a formal abelian scheme owr S. Then the anulytic Picard 
functor Picb,s is represented by a formal abeliun scheme B’ over S. 
Furthermore we will use the theorem of the cube for line bundles on A. Since A is proper 
over S, we can apply to A the cohomology theory for proper rigid maps as provided by 
Kiehl [ 161. In particular, we have the semicontinuity theorem for cohcrcnt rigid sheaves; cf. 
[17]. $5. Then we can conclude as in [24]. Section IO, that the thcorcm of the cube and, 
hcncc, the theorem of the square arc valid for lint bundles on rl or II. 
PROPOSI rtolri 6.3. LCV f: 1 1 -+ S he a propc’r smooth rugid grump sptue owr S wifh connt~c~ed 
Jihres. 
(;I) (Thcorcm of the cuhc) Ixt I, hce (I riyidijied line bundle on A. Thcw I/‘, I_ is canonicall) 
fririal as a ri~gidified line bundle on A” and /he rririali:arion gins riw to a c.uhicul structure 
on I,. 
(b) (Thcorcm of the square) For uny line bundle L on A and uny S-wlued poinrs x und y of 
A. there is u line bundle N on S such thut 
We want to study line bundles on A = E/M by interpreting them as quotients of line 
bundles on E with M-lincarizations. To begin with, we will tirst study the relationship 
between the set of isomorphism classes of rigidificd lint bundles on A and the set of 
isomorphism classes of cubical line bundles on E with Al-linearizations. Due to 6.3, any 
rigidihed line bundle has a unique cubical structure So the notions of rigidificd or cubical 
line bundle on A are equivalent. If LA is a cubical line bundle on A. its pull-back p*L, to 
E inherits the cubical structure of LA, and the trivial M-linearization on L,, gives rise to an 
M-linearization of p*LA (as cubical line bundle). Thus we see that any rigidificd line bundle 
on A gives rise to a cubical line bundle on E with XI-linearization. Conversely, any cubical 
line bundle on E with M-linearization inducts a cubical lint bundle on A ;1s we will see by 
the following proposition. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let L be a cubical line bundle on E and let z be un Ill-1intltrri:crtion on L. Then 
the quotient of L with respect to the M-linearization z gices rise to (I cubical line bundle L(Z) on 
A such that its pull-back is isomorphic to L. 
Proof As in the classical situation it is easy to see that we can divide out the M- 
linearization on L in order to obtain a line bundle L(z) on A. Namely. let E, c E be 
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a relative polyannulus over B for some I: > I such that E, is disjoint from all its m-translates. 
with m varying over .If - lOI. Then the quotient L(X) can be constructed by gluing 
restrictions L,,r,EE, by means of the J/-linearization. where r,( E,) is a translate of E,: 
compare the construction of .-1 = E .I!. So we obtain a line bundle L(x) on E,.Zf. The 
pull-back of L(X) to E with its canonical ,If-action is isomorphic to the object we started 
with. Thus we obtain a cubical line bundle L(x) on ..I as asserted. G 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let L he a c&kwl line hw~fle on E with dl-litlc~trri=cJtion. Then there 
exists an admissiblef~rmal t&winy-lcp .‘/‘I - .V and trn open corrrin~g [ .Yi. i E 1) of ._Y and. for 
euch i E I, (I furmtrl cuhictrl line tnrndle Ki on B xs Si slrch thtrt there is an isonrorphism 
of clrhical sheaves where Si = .4ui @ K is the rigid space associc~ted to .Y i . Each pair (Ni, xi) is 
uniquely determined up to a tensor prodlrct with (E, , E,.): cJ 4.6. 
Prooj: Due to 6.1. there exists an admissible blowing-up Y’ + Y such that, after re- 
placing 9’ by Y, the cubical line bundle L,z extends to a formal line bundle Len the formal 
extension I?. Next we want to extend the cubical structure r: E3 -+ P3 L of L to a cubical 
structure on L. up to multiplication with a section of C.:. After changing the rigidification of 
L by multiplying it by a constant CEK+ of small absolute value, we may assume that 
r extends to a section of P3L. Due to [Xl. 1.13.9 and 1.13.lO. thcrc exists an ideat of 
cocliicicnts .X” of r; i.e., a smallest idcal of C .,, such that. in terms of invcrtihlc sheaves, T is 
contained in .X’I/.,L. Since T gcncratcs Y,,(I,,,-). this idcal is open. After replacing .Y by the 
formal blowing-up of 3“. WC may assume that .I cxtcnds to an invcrtihlc sheaf .g on :I’. 
NOW Ict (.‘/‘i. IE I) bc an open covering of ~1’ such that the restriction of .? IO :fi is 
principal. Let li, bc a gcncrator of .2, ,,‘, and view it as a section of C s over S, = .‘fi @ K. The 
section 5, := s/k, cxtcnds to a section of f,, ‘, , which is not trivial on any liber over .(/‘, Since 
ii is a gcncrator of I/,( LIZ) over .Yi @ A’ and since the lihcrs of I:’ -+ .‘/’ arc smooth and 
geometrically irrcduciblc, ii is a gcncrator of L/,, Ii and. hcncc ;I formal cubic;11 structure on 
!: over .‘I’, for iE I. Thus it follows from 4.4 that, for any iG I. thcrc exist a formal cubical line 
bundle Ni on B x:,.:1’, and an isomorphism 
I-,EX,..,, 3 l/*x, 
of cubical shcuves and that it cxtcnds to an isomorphism 
2;: L,E XI_‘,, 2 y*iv, 
ofcubical shcavcs where S, = Yi @ K and where N, = N,@ K. Then x, = k,~i is as required. 
Due to 4.10 the pair (/Vi, z,) is unique up to a tensor product with (E,. , c,,,. ). 0 
Kenwk 6.6. If. in the situation of 6.5, the rigid space S satisfies H’(S. Z) = 0, one can 
refine the formal structure .‘I’ of S by a suitable admissible blowing-up such that there is 
a formal cubical line bundle N and an isomorphism I. zi y*N globally over S. Namely, the 
obstruction to glue the morphisms %i is given by an clement of H’(S, M’). Since 
H’(S. L) = 0 all obstructions vanish. cl 
Now we want to interpret the preceding results from the functorial point of view. 
Consider the functor 
Cub&:(Rigid Spaces,‘S) + (Sets) 
which associates to a rigid space S’ over S the set of isomorphism classes of cubical line 
bundles on E x s S’ with AI-linearizations. Via the tensor product of line bundles, Cub& is 
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a group functor. Next, using the unit section S + .4 as a rigidificator for line bundles on rl, 
we can identify Pic,,..s with the rigidified Picard functor. So, due to the theorem of the cube. 
Pit, s can be identified with the functor Cub,, s of cubical line bundles on .4. Due to 6.4, 
there is an isomorphism of group functors 
Cub& 1 Cub,,,s z Pic,,s. (L, I) ++ L(x). 
The map is an epimorphism. since for any rigidified line bundle L on .4 there is a canonical 
M-linearization on p*L. It is a monomorphism, since any isomorphism L,(I, ) = L2(x2) 
lifts to an isomorphism of (L, , z, ) to (L,. az). Since Pit,, s is a sheaf for the Grothendieck 
topology. the same is true for Cub:,; the latter can also be proved directly by looking at the 
proof of 4.4. 
Locally on S with respect to the Grothendieck topology, a section of CublTs can be 
described in terms of data built on B, due to 6.5: So consider the functor 
CubzB s : (Rigid Spaces/S) + (Sets) 
which associates to a rigid space S’ over S the set of couples (N, Z) where NE Pic&S’) 
(regarded as a cubical line bundle) and where I is an M-linearization of q*N. A morphism 
from (N, , a, ) to ( N2, a2) is a morphism cp of cubical line bundles from N, to Nz. Again, 
Cub&s is a sheaf of abelian groups (with respect to the Grothcndicck topology) whcrc the 
group law is given by the tensor product. Due to 6.5 the morphism 
Cub&Us --, Cub& Z PicA,s, (N, Z) I-+ ([/*N, Z) 2 (/*N(r) 
is an cpimorphism of shcavcs with rcspcct to the Grothcndicck topology. If N is a rigidilicd 
line bundle on B. then. after replacing the formal structure .‘I’ of S by ;I suitable admissible 
blowing-up 9” -+ Y’, one can cxtcnd the lint bundle N to a formal cubical lint bundle /‘?. 
Indeed. due to 6.1 thcrc is an isomorphism cp: N + fl @ K whcrc h: is a formal lint bundic 
on 13. In general the image of the rigidilication of N dots not cxtcnd to ;I (formal) 
rigidification of i. Thcrcforc, we replace N by M @j’*r:*N - I where/‘: R -+ .‘I’ is the formal 
structural morphism and where c:.Y + B is the unit section. Now i @/‘*~*lg .’ ’ is canoni- 
cally rigidificd. Since/*c*N @ K is trivialized by the rigidilication of N which wc denote by 
r, WC obtain an isomorphism Cp: N -+ (N @/ *c+ E - I ) @ K by sending iI section )I of N to 
q(n) @ q(r)-‘. The image of r under (p is the canonical rigidilication. Due to the theorem of 
the cube, the rigidified formal line bundle N @)/*r:*N - ’ is a cubical lint hundlc. l’hus wc 
see that N is induced by a formal cubical line bundle. In particular. the methods of Section 4 
where we deal with formal cubical line bundles on B arc applicable to N. 
The character group M’, viewed as a constant sheaf, injects into CubifMs via 
M’ + Cub&,,S, m’ b+ (E,.,E,.); 
cf. 4.6. Indeed. for a rigid space S’ over S, we identify an S’-valued point I~I’ of M’ with the 
pair (E,. , E,. ) consisting of the line bundle E,,,, = Ps L O.,m., on E x s S’ and of the M- 
linearization c,. on E,, over 0’ where c,,(m) denotes the multiplication on E,,,, with 
(m, m’). It is shown in 4.6 that the canonical section e,,,. of y* E,,,, is compatible with the M- 
linearization and, hence, leads to the trivial line bundle on A. The kernel of the map 
Cub&s + Cub$ z Pic,,s. (N, z) +. (y*N, z) 2 q* N(x) 
_ is M’. Indeed, consider a couple (N. a)E Cub : r&S). As explained above we may assume 
that N is induced by a formal cubical line bundle on B. Then the assertion follows from 4.10. 
Thus we obtain an exact sequence of sheaves (with respect to the Grothcndieck topology) 
0 -+ M’ + Cub&, s 4 CubiTs 4 0, 
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and. in particular. an isomorphism 
where the quotient is meant in the category of sheaves with respect to the Grothendieck 
topology. 
The .\I-linearizations of the trivial line bundle C, are represented by the torus 
T’ = Hom( .I!. G,) (cf. 4.8) which injects into Cub FR s in a canonical way. It is clear that T’ 
is contained in the kernel of the forgetful functor 
CublfB s -+ PicR s ; 
actually it is a closed and open suhfunctor of the kernel. The forgetful functor does not need 
to be an epimorphism of sheaves. since for a cubical line bundle h: which is not invariant 
under translation there does not necessarily exist an i2f-linearization of y*N. Namely, it can 
happen that the map qv:B 4 B’ does not admit a lifting L: .\I 4 AI’. as is necessary for an 
Al-linearization of y*;V; cf. 4.9. Nevertheless. as we will see in 6.8, the restriction of the above 
functor to translation invariant elements is an epimorphism onto Pit’, s, since cp,., is trivial 
in this USC. WC have the following diagram of shcavcs where the column is exact and where 
the row is a complex which is exact when restricting to the subshcaves of translation 
invariant elements 
In Section 4 we have worked out ;I description of the hl-lincarizations z of y*N. Due to 4.9, 
an AI-linearization z is equivalent to ;I couple (2, t) whcrc i. is a section of Homs(12f, hf’) 
and r is a section of (D*N satisfying a symmetry and a cocycle condition. So we can 
summarize the description of (rigidificd) line bun&s on .A as follows: 
surisfjky 
0’02. = (P,~ >@ atd (r(m, + ttt~)Or(nr,)-‘Or(mz)-‘)~ (tn,,E.(tn2)) 
Now WC will concentrate on line bundles which arc invariant under translation. It is 
clear that a line bundle L on A is invariant under translation if and only if p*f. with its 
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canonical .\I-iinearization is invariant under translation. Due to 4.11, a triple (N, i. r) is 
invariant under translation if and only if X E Pit k s(S’) and i. is tnvial. Then the condition 
on the section r is equivalent to r being an S’-valued point of E’. due to 4.12. So the 
open and closed subfunctor of Cub FBs representing translation invariant line bundles is 
represented by E’. 
THEOREM 6.8. A’ = E’jM’ is the duul of A = E/M. The PoincariT bundle PA I .,’ on A xs A’ 
is yiwn by the triplr ((q x q’)*Ps X B., A. R) where 
A : n-r x Xl’ + ‘%I’ x ‘Zf * (m, m’) H (m’. m) 
R(m, m’) = (m, m’) 
In terms of (M x M’)-linrari~ations, it is given by the mappings 
II(,. m’)* .P B x 8’ * PB X 8’ 7 
wH((=,m’).(m,m’))~((m,z’).w) 
where :E E and YE E’ and where w is a point of thefiber P4(:, X B,,z.,. Here “*” (resp. “ 8 “) 
denotes the group law on PB X 8. when B’ (resp. B) is regarded as a parameter space. 
Prooj: Recall that the dual of B x B’ is given by B’ x B. It is easily seen that (A. R) 
satisfies the condition of 6.7 and, hcncc, it gives rise to a line bundle P,4 x ,.,, which is rigidificd 
along A x 0’ and 0 x A’. Now WC want to show the universal property. After performing 
base change. it suffices to consider lint hundlcs on A = A x s S. So start with a rigidificd lint 
bundle I!. on A which is invariant under translation. Since we can work locally with rcspcot 
to the Grothcndicck topology, WC may assume that 1, is isomorphic to ((/*N)(r) whcrc N is 
a rigidified lint bundle on H and whcrc Q is an Al-action on c/*/V; see 6.5. Let (i.. r) bc the 
couple associated to 2. Due to 4. I I. the line hundlc N is invariant under translation and the 
morphism i:hf + kf’ is the trivial one. So the action ‘x is induced from Icft translation on 
N given by a section r: hf 3 (D+N obtained from the ripidification of N via translation with 
sections of Al; cf. 4.8. The translation invariant line bundle N pivcs rise to a morphism 
h’:S -+ B’ and there is a canonical isomorphism 
N 1 (id8 x h’)*P, X W. 
Then r can be viewed as a lifting 2’. .S --+ E’ of h’. cf. 4.12. Now consider the pull-back of 
((Y x Y’)*P” 1 II’. n) under the maps 
(idE x 5 ):E x,S + E xs E’, (id,,,. i.):iif + AI x,bf’. 
Since i. is trivial. the pull-back is isomorphic to the given (c/*N, r). Now set (I’ = p”.:‘, then it 
follows (id., x z’)*P” X ,,’ 2 L cl 
COROLLARY 6.9. The morphism p: E + A is u uniwrsal coreriny in t/w wnsr thut uny 
morphism s’- A from a riyid space Z? owr S satisjjiny I1 ‘(f, Z) = 0 to A jtictors throuyh p. 
ProoJ After base change we may assume f = S. Now a morphism a:S -+ A’ is equival- 
ent to a rigidified line bundle L on A being invariant under translation. As explained above, 
the canonical hf-linearization on p*L gives rise to local sections Gi:S -+ E’ lifting c. The 
differences Zi * 6; ’ give rise to a cocycle with values in Al’. Since H’(S, M’) = 0, one can 
arrange the liftings pi in such a way that they can be glued to a morphism c?:S 4 E’. Thus we 
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see that p’: E’ -+ A’ is a universal covering. Since A is the dual of A’ and E is the dual of E’. 
the assertion follows by dualizing the situation. 5 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let Ai = Ei/bZli be unformked abeloid S-spaces where. as before. 
Ei corresponds CO a morphism @i: 2fli -+ B; as in 3.5 and where Xii is a luttice in E, for i = I, 2. 
(a) Then there is a canonical bijection 
Hom(.l,.Az)~Hom((E,,M,).(EZ,iZ12)), i., CI &. 
whtvx, ih is (I l[fiiny qf’;.,, sending .U, to M2. Recallfrom 3.5 thut a morphism iE: El 4 EL is 
ryuirczlcnt to 11 pclir (i .,,, . A,) of morphisms 2,: M; + M’, and 2,: B, + B1 such thtit the 
ditrgrcrm 
i.,W:M; + M; 
Proof: (a) By restriction i.,, gives rise to a map &:I’:, 4 k2; cf. 1.3. The restriction of 
j.E to the formal torus T, yields a morphism bctwccn f, and T2 which is equivalent to 
a map bctwccn character groups. so it extends to a map from T, to T2 and, hence. 
i.g cxtcnds to a lifting iE: E, --, E2 of i.,, . In particular & maps M, into M2. On the other 
hand, any morphism &:E, -. EL sending M, to M2 gives rise to a morphism A,,: A, -+ A2 
by taking quotients. Thus we obtain the asserted bijection. Due to 3.5, the map & is 
equivalent to a map 2,: B, -t U1 and il lifting iM: 121; + IV: of &. 
(b) The map i.L:A\ -. A’, can be computed by pulling back the Poincart bundle 
P ,,, . ,,; under the map 
(j.,, x id,;):A, x A; -, A2 x A;. 
Then j.L is the map sending a functorial point a; of A; to the restriction of 
G.., x id.4,)*PA, * .di onto A, x a> so that 
ui t-+ C(& x idA;)*PA,xAi]VI xQ;. 
Let qr:E2 + B2 and y>:E; + B: be the canonical maps. Thus the lifting &:.I$ + E’, of 
i.:, can be computed by pulling back the universal (M2 x M;)-linearization on 
(y2 x yi)*P,,, x 8; of 6.8 under the map ( iE x id,;) where the (hl, x M;)-linearization is 
dcfincd via the map 
(L, x id,w;):iZI, x M;-+Mz x 121;. 
Looking at the formula in 6.8, we see that 2; is associated to the couple (&l.W,r A;). Using 
a similar formula as in 3.6 one shows that the map n~,,i coincides with 2”. 
(c) follows from (b). 0 
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Remark 6.11. Let L be a cubical line bundle on A and let (P‘:A -+ A’ be the map 
associated to I/: L. The lifting L,: E + E’ of (pL corresponds to a couple (i.,” , i,) as in 6.10. 
Furthermore consider local sections of CubF, s which lift L as in 6.7. More precisely, let 
(S,. in I I\ be an admissible covering of S and let ( ,Vi. i., , ri)~Cubf,&Si) be a representa- 
tion of LI,, XrS, for ie I. Then the maps {;, 1 and :(p.v,) fit together. thus define morphisms 
i.:Xf 4 XI’ and ~p,~: B + B’; cf. 4.10. Furthermore. we have (i.,M, i,,) = (i.. cpr) and the 
restriction of i., to .%I coincides with i.. 
Namely. for .X E E x s S, and induced points a E A x 5 S, and be B x s S, . the line bundle 
T,*L is induced by the datum ( TtNi. i.. rf) where t-T(m) = (x. i.(m)) @ Ttri(rn) by 4.7. 
Since iE maps .K to the point corresponding to (T,*;V,, E., r;‘) @ (iVi, 2.. r,)-l, we see from 3.6 
that j+ is given by (2, cps ). Since (pL is symmetric. L = i.,,,V by 6.10. @ 
Next we will discuss an algebraicity criterion for A. 
Prooj: WC may assume that L ;~nd, hence. L@ 2 are rigidificd and that there is a global 
soctionjof L inducing a non-trivial section on the fiber L,% for all SE S. If tl is an S-valued 
point of A and if thcrc exists a ripidification r(u) of T: L @ T* ,, L. then due to the theorem of 
the square there is a canonical map 
sending r(o) to the ripidification of I.@) ‘. Let p: A -+ S bc the structural morphism. It follows 
by the usual argument that f,@ 2 is gcncrated by P+(I,~ ’ ). Namely. locally on S WC can 
rigidify T:f. @ T?!,,I. and thcrc arc enough local sections (I of A such that the sections of 
type p( I’:/@ ‘I’+_,,/‘) gcncratc La L, Now we may assume that I.@’ 2 is generated by its 
global sections. Then let us consider the proper map 9: A + P” induced by gcncrating 
global sections of I_ O2 We claim that 9 has finite fibrcs. Thus we may assume that . 
S consists of an algebraically closed field. In particular, r(A, L@ 2, is generated by the 
sections ,~(7’zj’@ 7’+,,/‘) where u runs over the points of A. Let 0 bc a fiber of 3. Using 
a translation we may assume 0~0 andj’(0) # 0. For a point 2 of A set 
F(z. u) = /J(/‘(: + u) @J(: - U))E f.‘“’ ‘(2) 
F(z) =1’(z) @/‘(-_)E LQ ‘(3 
where L@ 2(:) denotes the stalk of the line bundle LB ’ at 2. Consider a point x of 0. Since 
3(x) = 3(O) it follows 
F( 1. U)/F(X) = F(0, u)//.(O) 
for all points u of A; the ratios are well-dcfincd, since the numerator and the denominator of 
each quotient belong to the same stalk. Thus we see 
F(x, a) @ F(0, u)- ’ = F(x) @I F(O)_ ’ 
in (T:L@‘@ L@-’ )(N) if F(0. a) # 0. We want to show that T: L@ ( - l)*t is trivial. 
Therefore perform the base change A -+ S and consider the pull-back LA = p: L of L on 
A,, = A x sA. Now let (I = (id,, , id,,) be the universal point of A,, and denote by x: A -+ AA 
the point (x, id,,) induced by .Y via the base change. Due to the theorem of the square there is 
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a canonical isomorphism 
T:~JQ~-‘:T:[T~L,QT~,L.,]Q[T:L.,~TT~.L,,]-’:T:L~‘~L~-’ 
since T:p:L@(p:L)-’ is trivial. The restriction of the left-hand side to 0 x A is 
trivial. On the right-hand side we have the meromorphic section 
T:(T,.,C,O ~XA)@(~:~,@ KJ,)-’ 
where /I, = p:j: Restricting this section to 0 x A yields 
[fl.v + =)O/‘(.v - z)] 0 [_/‘(=)Of( - =)I-‘E(T:[L@( - l)*L] 8 [L@( - l)*L]-I)(:) 
where : is used as a coordinate on +4. The image of this section 
T:,, @ /I-‘([/(.~ + z)@f(x - z,] @ [f(z,@f( - :)I-‘) = F(x) @ f-(O)-’ 
is constant because s E 0; as we have seen above. Thus we see that this meromorphic section 
extends to a trivialization of T.TL@ t-‘. Since q’tis an isogeny by our assumption, there 
are only finitely many points s in 0. Thus we see that 3 has finite fibers and, hence, that 3 is 
linitc due to the properness. The latter implies the ampleness of L. 0 
TIIFORFM 6.13. IA (N. i.. r)ECubv t,s,s(S’) and let L be the line bundle on A x sS’ asso- 
ciutcd ro (N. i.. r) I+ 6.7. Then the followiny conditions ure eyuirulent: 
dim,,,,ff”(.4,. L,) = dcgi.,*dim, ,.,, H”(B,. N,) 
./iv trny ptrinf s E S. 
Proo/: Since WC want to apply 6.12, WC have to look at the symmetrized line bundles 
L= L@( - I)*L and (N,zi)=(N,A,r)@( - l)*(N,L,r) 
One shows easily /T = 2. Due to 6.1 I the lifting i.,: E -+ E’ of cprcorresponds to the couple 
(i. cp,\~). So the map cp,:is an isogeny if and only if cp,fis an isogeny and ,I is injective. On the 
other hand, for an ample line bundle I. (respectively N) the morphism cpc(respectivcly 9.~) is 
an isogcny. So by 6. I2 the proof of the theorem requires only considerations on the sections 
of L rospcctivcly on N which are r&ted to the positivity condition concerning the form. 
Now the assertion follows from 5.3, since the M-invariant global sections of q*N corres- 
pond bijcctivcly to the global sections of L. The formula follows from 5.4. Cl 
~~I~~INITIO~ 6.1-I. A polurixfion of’(E. M) consists of Ihe following duru: 
( I ) i.,,, : AI -+ .\I’, tl q-imp honronrorphism 
(2) 2, : U -+ U’, u pdtrrixfion 
siii4 lhuf the followiry condifi0n.s ure sutisfed: 
(a) (D’ i,,, = i., r (1) 
(b) < i.,,,(rn, 1. 1~1~ > = 5( (L,dm2). ml >) /or ull ml , m2EM where < is the symmetry on 
(id” x i.,)*PH G H (in //IL* .sm.w oj 3.7) 
(c) ( i.,,,( * ), - ) is po.sifirr clt$nife on XI x ,%I. 
TIIFORI:M 6.15. There is u one-to-one correspondence between the set of polurizutions i.,, of 
A c~r~tl the set of polurixfions ( i.,w , 2,) of (E, Jf ). If S is connected, there is the following 
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furmulu for thr dryrers 
(deg ;.,,I = (deg i.,)’ .(deg &). 
Proof Let us start with a polarization i.,, : A + A’. Due to 6.10 there is a commutative 
diagram 





where the map i. is obtained by restriction of LE to IV. The map & is equivalent to a couple 
(2.” , 2,) of morphisms ,&:I3 4 B’ and A,,,:121 --, izf’ where i.,W is a lifting of AB due to 3.5. 
Because i.,, is symmetric, the maps i. and AM coincide due to 6. IO. Since AE is surjective, the 
map 2, is an isogeny and i. is injective. Looking at the fibres, 6.1 I and 6.13 tell us that & is 
a polarization. The conditions of a polarization follow from 3.5 for (a), from 6.10 and 3.7 for 
(b), and from 6. I3 for (c). 
Now fix a polarization (j.,,, , I.,) of (E. M). Due to 3.5 and 3.7 we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
AM : M -+ RI’ 
I I 
E.,:li + *I 
lu f 1 II’ 
i,:u+ H 
Then the map j+ gives rise IO ;I morphism A,,: A + A’ as a quotient of &. Due to 3.7 and 6. IO 
the map I.,, is symmetric. It remains to see that the restriction of 1, to the fibrcs is induced 
by a lint bundle So WC may assume that S consists of a field and that AH is given by a line 
bundle N on B. The map i.,, is induced by a line bundle I, provided that there is 
a trivialization r: hf + ‘p* N which is compatible with AM in the scnsc of the condition of 4.9 
or 6.7. One defines r by choosing r()rri)E N,p,m,, for ;I basis (m, ) of M and by cxtcnding it as 
prcscribcd by the formula in 6.7 using the form and the canonical isomorphism 
p2 N z (id#, tpy)* P1, li ,,.. Due to 6.13, such a lint bundle L on A is ample and, hence, 1, is 
a polarization. 
In order to study the formula for the degrees, we may assume that S consists of a field 
and that I., is given by a line bundle L on A. Let (N, E.M, r) be an element of Cub:,,,(S) 
representing L. Then j+ is given by (Pi and 2, corresponds to (A,+,, cpN). Then we have 
dim T(f3, N)’ = degi., and dim l-(,4. I!.)’ = degl, 
cf. [24]. Sect. 16. Thus the formula follows from 6.13. 0 
Rmurk 6.16. If A admits a polarization 2, , z (R,,, , j.,,), the pull-back of the Poincare 
bundle L = (id,, , i.,)*P,, x A. is relatively ample. In fact, this is known for abelian varieties, 
so N = (id,, i.8)*PR L R’ is relatively ample after pulling it back to any level of the formal 
base scheme. Then it is easy to SW that it is relatively ample on the formal level. 
Furthermore, since the map cp,. is associated to the couple (Zi., , cpn). the assertion follows 
from 6.13. cl 
Finally Ict us summarize the main results of this paper. Due to Section I we know that 
abclian varieties over K having semi-abclian reduction can be uniformized. So, combining 
this with the results of 6.15 and 6.10. we obtain an equivalence between the category of 
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abelian varieties cl over K with semi-abehan reduction and the category of pairs (E. ,+I) 
where E is an extension of an abelian variety with good reduction by a torus and where M is 
a lattice in E such that (E, .Lf 1 admits a polarization in the sense of 6.14. Except for 
Section I. vve considered only the case where the torus part of E was split. But using descent 
arguments it is immediately clear that the results 6.8 on the duals, 6.10 on morphisms and 
6.15 on polarizations are true also without the assumption that the torus part is split. 
Working with models over the valuation ring one can state this result in a stronger form; 
furthermore let us impose polarizations. We introduce the following categories: 
Denote by A the category whose objects are polarized abelian varieties (A, i.,,) over 
K having semi-abclian reduction over R and whose morphisms are the morphisms of 
abelian varieties respecting the polarizations. 
Denote by D the category whose objects are polarized pairs ((E, hf), (&, i.,,,)) where 
E is a semi-abelian group scheme over R and where M is a lattice on the generic tibre 
E, = E @ R K. A polarization (i.,. L.,,) is meant in the sense of 6.14 when E, is viewed as 
a rigid spucc via the GAGA-functor. The morphisms are the morphisms of the group 
schemes respecting lattices and the polarizations. (The letter D refers to the fact that the 
objects of D are the degeneration data for abelian varieties with semi-abelian reduction.) 
Prooj: The functor RC’ was dclincd in Section I; there we had associated to an object 
A of A a uniformization A = I:K/,U which is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by 
6.10. That (E,, hl) gives rise to an object (E, M) in D is a consequence of 6.15. Indeed the 
extension 
is algebraic. Namely assume first that T, is split, then the extension EK is given by line 
bundles on the projective variety BK which has to be algebraic due to GAGA-theorems. It is 
clear that such line bundles extend to line bundles over B where B is the abelian R-scheme 
extending B,. These line bundles are also primitive and, hence, they give rise to a semi- 
abcliun group schcmc R over R which extends EY. For the genera) case one first extends the 
base field in order to split the torus T, and to apply what has already been proved. then one 
returns to the given base ring by descent. Namely the descent datum on the generic tibre 
extends to a dcscont datum on the whole object over the valuation ring due to the Neron 
mapping property. The descent is seen to be clicctivc by using ample dcsccnt; cf. for example 
[S]. 6.5,‘1 for the case where the valuation is discrete. 
The inverse construction MC follows by taking the rigid quotient A = E,/hf. Due to 
6.15 the proper rigid group /1 is in fact an abclian variety and it is easy to see that it admits 
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a semi-abelian extension ober R by using the methods of [7]. In the case where the valuation 
is discrete, the semi-abelian model is the I-component of the NGron model of :I. 
The assertion concerning the morphisms follows from 6.10. 
The assertion concerning the duals follows from 6.8 and 6.10. 2 
If the valuation is discrete. we will briefly discuss the relationship with N&on models. 
Let us start with an object .A of A with uniformization A = EL .V and let (E, .!I) be the 
object RC(A) of D. Then E is the I-component of the N&on Ift-model of E,: see [8]. 
lO.l,7. If E is an extension of an abelian R-scheme E by a split torus 7: the lattice .!I is 
constant and extends to a constant R-group scheme Ai. The induced map .\I - B extends to 
a morphism .I7 -+ B. If(E’. .\I’) = RC(A’) is the image of the dual .-I’ of .d. then E’ is induced 
by the map ;\i -+ B = B”. The lattice .!I’ in the generic fibre E; of E’ is obtained as described 
in 3.2. 
7. TllE APPROACH OF hlC!hlE‘ORD. CllAl AND FAI.TISGS 
Finally we want to discuss brietly the approach of Mumford, Chai and Faltings to the 
degeneration and the construction of principally polarized abclian varictics as contained in 
[Z]. [I?], [I I]. Chap. 2 and 3. and to rclatc it to the method wc have prcsentcd in this 
paper. They work more generally over a noolhcrian normal ring R which is complctc with 
rcspccl to an idcal (1 whereas the rigid ntcthods allow only to work over ;I valuation ring or 
over an atlmissihlc formal schcntc over ;I valualion ring. IJsing the usual notions of this 
articlc, the proprant of [I I). (‘hap. 2 and 3. is to establish a corrcspondcncc 
~classcs of [ A, i.,4 ] ) .Z. (cl;~sscs of [(I:‘. ill). (i.,,, j.,,)] I 
011 lhc Icft-hand sitlc. .A is ;I scnti-abclian schcmc over R of rcl;ltivc dimension q with mt 
;tbcli;m gcncric (ibcr A,, and i., is ;I principal polariL;ltion of A,,. The “special” fihrc 
A, = A Qx( R/II) is assumed to bc at cxtcnsion of an abclian schcmc 11, of dimension g - tl 
by a split torus 7; of cons(anl rank d. On rhc right-hand side, I:’ is at cxLcnsion of art abclian 
schcmc f1 over R of rclalivc dimension y - d by a split torus of constant rank tl and A1 is 
;I constant R-group schcmc Hi such that its gcnsric fibrc Al,, is ;I lattice in E,. The p:lir 
(L,,, . i,) is a principal polariraGon of (I<. IV) which corresponds to our Dclinition 6.1-l 
where principal means thar the dcgrccs of 2, and of L,, arc I. 
Using fhc above corrcspondcncc. it is plausible how to construct formal local charts of 
a toroidal compactification of the moduli stack of principally polarized abclian varictics. 
Namely; fhc data on fhc right-hand side can bc paramctrizcd by a family of dater varying 
over the moduli stack of principally polarized abclian varictics of dimension g - cl; cf. [I I], 
Chap. 4.3. 
Let us start with the description of how Chai and Faltings proceed with the map from 
rhe left to the right. As usual. denote by izf’ the group of characters of 7;. Due to rhc lifting 
of tori. one associalcs to A lhc Raynaud extension (on the formal Icvcl) 
(I) O-+T+,i+B-+O 
whcrc i is the formal completion of A with rcspcct to the special fibrc and whcrc B is 
a formal abclian schcmc dcfincd as the quotient of/i by 7:. Let I.,, bc an antplc lint bundle on 
A,, . Ihc to ;I result of Raynaud [26]. ThGorGmc XI I. 13, the shwf L, extends to an invcrtiblc 
sheaf L on A which is rclativcly ilmplc over S. One can ;Issumc that L is symmetric. Then, 
using dcsccnt of cubical shcavrs, the pull-back fy of I, to ~dcsccnds to an umplc line bundle 
on B. This shows that 13 is an abclian schcmc over R. So one gels. in fact. an (algebraic) 
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Raynaud extension (over R) 
(1) O-T- E--B-O o @‘:.tf’-B’ 
whose formal completion along the special fibre is (I) where .V’ is the character group of 
T and where @’ is a homomorphism from AI’ to the dual B’ of B. In our case the 
corresponding Raynaud extension is the analytilication of E, which was constructed as 
a push-out via the open analytic embedding of T,, into the affine torus T,. Sate that Chai 
and Faltings do not have the lattice 6: M, -+ E, at this stage. So, in order to define the dual 
extension, they cannot use the induced map 0: ,%f, -, B, as we do. Instead they use the dual 
A; of .4,, . Since .-t; is a quotient of A, with respect to a finite group scheme. one can show 
that .-I’, extends to a semi-abelian group scheme A’ over R. So. 9s above. they arrive at 
a second extension 
(1’) O+T’~E’+B’+O o CD: ,if 4 B” 
Then they show that B’ is. in fact, the dual of B and, hence. B” is isomorphic to B. 
Furthermore. the polarization A.” on the generic tibre extends uniquely to a morphism from 
A to .4’ and, hence. dctcrmines a couple (AM, A*). 
The key point in [I I J, Chap. 2. is to find the lattice $:,%I, + E,. In our approach the 
lattice comes in via the uniformization of A ,, as explained in Section I. Namely, we show 
that the map i, + A,, extends to a surjcctive map E, -+ A, and obtain the lattice as the 
kcrncl of this map. Then WC prove the formula (*) of 5.2 by using the i2f,-action on the 
pull-back p+L, for lint bundles L, on A,, and the dcsccnt for cubical lint bundles from E to 
U. Knowing the formula (*) of 5.2 for AI,-invariant sections. it is clear that the lattice is 
encoded in the l-‘ourier cocllicicnts of the formal expansion of any non-trivial section of 
a lint bundle L, on A,; cf. 5.5. Namely. as one can see from that formula, we can recover the 
part. (tn. m’) for any couple (tn. m’)~ M x 121’ and. hence, we obtain a trivialization of 
(‘D x (D’)‘P# . #’ which is cquivalcnt to a lifting 6: M -+ E, of (D; cf. 3.2. We remind the reader 
that for stating the formula (I) of 5.2 for rCf,,-invariant sections it is only necessary to know 
the line bundle S, and the maps L: M -t 121’ and (p,.,: H -t B’ satisfying (P,~ 2 (0 = @‘LJ 1. which 
can be deduced from the map cp,. as explained in 6.1 I. Rut it is not necessary to mention 
explicitly the XI,-linearization on y*N,, bccuusc one is only interested in .lf,-Bwuriunt 
sections. Namely. the set of such sections coincides with the set of global sections of L,; see 
5.5 and replace f( E, y*. t ‘)“’ by f( A,, , Y’,) 
The approach in [I I] is based on this fact; see also [l2]. Namely take any ample lint 
bundle f. on A and Ict L bc the pull-back of I, to A. Due to the descent of cubical line 
bundles. Ldcscends to a line bundle N on H (if I, is symmetric, otherwise one has to perform 
a formally Grulr surjective base change). Now consider a non-trivial global sectionj’of L and 
look at the Fourier expansion of the pull-back ofj’,,-. Since they derive the maps i.: M -+ M’ 
and (3,:B -+ B’ from (pL, they can state the formula (*) of 5.2 for sections of L. In order to 
prove it, it sufices to establish it only after base change by a “large” discrete valuation ring 
dominating the given ring R. Thcrcby. in [I I]. Chap. 2, the remaining proof consists in 
showing the following facts (where R is a discrete valuation ring) which is done in a direct 
way by using an addition formula for theta scrics: 
(a) The maps of taking Fourier coctlicicnts c,.: l-( A. L) -+ T(B. S @ E,. ) are not ident- 
ically zero. 
(b) 6,. and T: ‘(T,,,.., A,m, arc proportional on the gcncric fibre. 
I4.e want to add that our approach does not give the semi-abelian R-model of A,,. To 
obtain it one has to use the technique of [7]. 
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Now let us say a few words on how to obtain the map from the right to the left. usually 
referred to as %lumford’s construction of degenerating abelian varieties. This construction 
is someho* contained in our Theorems 6.13 and 6.15 for the special case where the base 
consists of a complete discrete valuation ring. One starts with an extension 
(1, O-T-E-+B+O o @‘:.Zl’+B 
of an abelian scheme o\er R by a split torus Tcorresponding to a homomorphism from the 
character group ;U’ 2 Z”, of T’ to the dual B’ of B. Let i&f be the constant group scheme 
Z”, and consider an injrctive homomorphism 6: ,V, -. E, on the generic tibre. The latter will 
play the role of a “lattice” on the generic tibre E,: the “discreteness” of RI, will be imposed 
later by the requirement of the existence of a polarization. Furthermore assume that there is 
a polarization (i.,, , i,) on (E. ‘21) similarly dcfned as we do in 6.14. As explained in 6.16. the 
existence of a polarization is as good as an ample line bundle N on B and a map 2: M + hf’ 
such that i. is compatible with cpv: B 4 B’ in the sense v),~ .@, = W:, ’ i. where 0,: X1 -. B, is 
the homomorphism induced by 6 and i. satisfies a symmetry condition. So one obtains 
an .\I,,-linearization of y*N, on E, similarly as we do in the proof of 6.15. 
The main point is the construction of the quotient E/M. This is done by using formal 
gcomctry: so one has to cxtcnd all objects to objects over R which have to satisfy certain 
completeness conditions. The key is the notion of a relatively complstc model (P. L) of 
k: nssociatcd to (i.. N). First, I’ is a B-schcmc which is locally of finite type. It should be 
thought of as an R-mod4 of b:,, such that all K’-valued points of I:‘, spccializc on it whcrc K’ 
is a quotient ficld of a discrctc valuation ring R’ dominating R with ccntcr over the “closed 
point”. This model is as close as possihlc to E; so one asks that I:‘ is an open suhschcmc of 
I’ and that the E-action on itself by translation extends to an E-action on I’. The lattice is 
introduced by asking an M-action on I’ which coincides on the gcncric Iibrc with the 
AI,-action induced by the &,-action via the map IV, -. E,. Secondly. 1. is an ample line 
bundle on I’ cxtcnding the lint bundle @N,. It is of the form f.( P/B) @ p* N where L( P/B) 
is trivial on the gcncric lihrc E, and is rclativcly ample with respect to P + B and when: 
p: I’ + U is the structural morphism. Morcovcr one rcquircs that the E,-IincariLation on the 
trivial lint bundle Chi = I.,, @ p*N, ’ given by translation extends to an E-lincariration of 
f,(P.B) = L@p*N . 
Such relatively complctc models exist and they are used to construct the quotient E/IV 
which is obtained as the smooth part of P,‘:If. Note that a priori P/bf is a formal scheme 
over R, but the M-linearization on the ample line bundle f. gives rise to an ample line 
bundle L/JU on P/hf. Therefore P/M is algebraic and its smooth part E/M is, in fact, an 
algebraic group scheme over R which has to be regarded as the quotient. The completeness 
condition forces the quotient to be proper over the open part of Spec( R) where the 
schematic closure of the lattice 6(hf,,) in E has the full rank. 
Now let us compare this approach with the construction of this article. The completion 
I’of P with respect to its closed tibrc is a formal analytic structure on E, which is compatible 
with the bf-action on E,. The formal completion L of L is a formal lint bundle with 
,Jf-linearization. Since it is impossible to extend the ,%I,-linearization on y*N, already given 
by i and r to the formal line bundle q*N on F, one has to introduce the line bundle L( P/B) 
which is triiiul on the gcncric fibrc; its role is to produce certain norms in order to make the 
extension of the Xl,,-linearization on I!., possible. 
In our approach WC perform the quotient E,, ‘df, as a rigid analytic space. Since WC’ do 
not keep track of the R-model structure. already given on E, the construction of the quotient 
is easy in our cast and the construction of the rclativcly complete model has disappcarcd. In 
order to show the algcbraicity of the quotient, we have to produce an ample line bundle on 
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E, ‘.\I,: this is the point where we use the polarization data. If we want to obtain the good 
R-model structure of E, ‘.\I,, we hake to define a formal model p of E, with .V,-action and 
&-action, where E, is the formal completion of E with respect to its special fibre. Such 
a model can be obtained in the following way. Take a basis cell A of the lattice s(.U,) and 
let C;,, be the associated relative polyannulus associated to A. Then glue the translates of 
C,‘., under the Al,-action along neighboring edges. So we get a formal structure p on E, such 
that AI acts on p. Then p Jf yields a formal model of E,‘.V, such that E,, is sated as 
a formal open part of p, ,$I. Thus we obtain a good formal model of A,. For getting the good 
algebraic R-model it would require also an ample line bundle on p;‘Jf or. equivalently. an 
ample line bundle on p with .1f,-linearization. The latter is not so easy to produce and 
would lead to the consideration of a relatively complete model as used in blumford’s 
construction. In the case of a discrete valuation ring a different possibility to find the good 
model of A, has been described in the proof of 6.17; the l-component of the IVGron model is 
the good model. 
Let us conclude with some remarks. If one is only interested in the toroidal compactifi- 
cation of the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties, it is not necessary to 
study analytic tori or proper analytic groups of type E/Jf, since one only uses the functorial 
equivalence of the above correspondence. So it is enough to work from the beginning with 
polarizations and to do the minimum; thereby avoiding the consideration of “analytic tori” 
(or their counterparts in the mixed case) which are not algebraic. Thus. as we see from the 
method of Mumford, Chai and Faltings. it is not necessary to go back to the geometry 
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